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Evans rejects petition
cient financial justification to bring bat k
these employees."
Ham worked for over 10 years as a
SJSU employees Martha O’Connell
and Mike Ham are angry. Armed with supervising painter at SJSU. He was laid
off in July 1992 as a result of budsheets of petitions, they
get reductions and was rehired
marched into Presidentl Hanfor a six-week period to do varidel Evans’ office hoping to add
AUTO, NIA
ous painting jobs. Tomorrow is
his name to the list of over 10o
TAT!
his last day.
fellow employees who wish to
"It’s been a blow to my ego.
donate their upcoming salary
NIVERSITY
My family has been substantially
raises to rehire others who were
crippled and I almost lost my
laid off in 1992.
’There is a moral imperative to home," Ham said. ’The lack of money
rehire employees who are losing their has put stress on everyone and our famhomes before any raises are given," ily fabric has been weakened."
The pair presented Evans with the
O’Connell, a clerical worker, said. "We
are going to provide Evans with suffi- petition and asked for his signature.
By Larry Barrett

Strtan

StaIlWritet

"I’m not going to sign it because this
is not the way to solve the problem. I
understand your feelings and applaud
your concerns, but this would have to be
a perennial commitment," Evans said.
"If this were enacted, and I’m not sure
that it could be; this would only be a
temporary solution."
According to Evans, similar petitions
have been brought to his attention
before.
"Coming directly to me won’t work.
These things must be done through the
unions and collective bargaining. When
you have to reduce a budget by nearly
See EVANS. page 12
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SJSU President J. Handel Evans. center, tells employee Martha O’Connell, right, that
he does not back her plan to forego faculty raises in order to save SJSU painter Mike
Ham’s job Wednesday afternoon in his office.

Departments
face cutbacks
By Cara Broglia
Spanan Daily Stall Warr

Enrollment at SJSU has
dropped, but according to
Edd Burton, associate academic site president for education planning, the number of full-time students has
increased.
"It appears right now that
enrollment is down. But,
the number of FrE (fulltime equivalency) students
is not, Burton said. "’That
seems to hulk ate that students are getting more of
the classes they want."
Burton believes SJSU students are taking more classes this semester because
there is more room for
them to add. In the past,
students were limited to
smaller classloads because
classes were unavailable.
The "Selected Academic
Information"
Program

book, compiled by the
office of educational planning and resources, concludes that from Spring ’89
to Spring ’93, the number
of students at SJSU dropped
from 27,866 to 25,238.
Over that period, there
was a 9.4 percent decrease
in the number of students
enrolled at SJSU.
Another study is being
done to determine the current student enrollment.
Results will not be made
available until mid-semester.
Some departments at
SJSU are feeling a positive
impact from the enrollment
drop.
Professor Nick Milichevich of the aviation department seems hopeful.
"Our first-time-freshman
count is down, but upperSee STUDENTS. page 12

Campus’ assaults
highest in CSU
By Dlivana Wood
so.inx, Win Sufi sA’ritrr
In 1993 SJSU had three
times the number of reported assaults as any other CM.
campus. Because
of the high number of assaults, vi,
lent cfime at Sp( ’
was highest in
the CSU system,
according to UPD
statistics.
Through midNovember, SJSU had 48
assault cases in 1993. Cal
State Long Beach and Cal
State Northridge had the
second highest rates with 16
cases of assault each.
SJSU student Curtice
Macfarland feels crime is a
big problem. "I’m from a
sn hill town. It’s different liv-

,OHN LEEPARTAN

ing here. A few times I’ve
heard Fun shots from the
dorms.
Sara Fletcher, a graduate
student in industrial and systems engineering,
has been an SJSU
student for three
years. She used to
live across from campus and finds crime
"not so much a
problem as a concern. It’s not that
difficult to stay out of trouble."
"I’m more concerned
about the gang activity starting to move down this way
from the 14th Street area. It
seems a bigger problem at
night."

See SAFETY. page
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in ior K.T. Ransom, who is majoring in journalism, pulls hi. as
cI
.1( loss the horizontal bungee jump Wednesday at the

Donated computers speed learning
By Gerald Woodall
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

performance
The human
department will benefit from the
donation of 10 computers this
semester by IBM.
The department’s motor behavior laboratory, taught by Dr. Emily
Wughalter, had previously depended on one computer to accommodate 25 students.
"This will give my students a
tremendous learning advantage.
They will get feedback immediately
now. And it will free up class time

to do other activities." Wughalter
said.
Students will begin using the
computers next week to perform
specific lab tasks that the single,
older computer was not able to
handle.
The computers contain 286
processors, color monitors, have
graphic capabilities and are relatively faster than the computer
used in the past. The new
machines are valued at approximately $500 to $600 each.
The department was able to

Lecture series teaches healthy lifestyle
Its 1 A mhia Pickerrell
0,1I

dv

Sufi Wnter

1 he first thing people see
when they look in the mirror is
skin.
Often, the skin they see is
impel feet. But for many, visiting a dermatologist is either
frivolous or financially out of
the question.
One of many preventive
health lectures the SJSU health
education department is offering this semester covers the
topic of skinhow to find relief

next to the Event Center. Ransom pulled his way on the air-filled
apparatus to the maximum amount possible earning 32 points.

from a wide range of problems
including acne, hair loss and
fungal infections.
The preventive health lectures span the weeks of Feb. 24
through April 21. Every Thursday a new health topic will be
addressed by a specialist in the
particular area.
"(If) young people can
develop good, healthy lifestyles
now, they’re going to live
longer and they’re going to
raise children who are going to
have a healthy lifestyle, health

educator Oscar Battle said.
According to Battle, the
of the health series iss to
get students off to a good, wellrounded start.
The series of lectures will
cover what Battle calls breadand-butter issuesthose relevant to students and faculty
alike. Along with such topics as
skin care and cardiovascular
health are subjects that have
never been dealt with in previous seminars.
Health services has generat-

ed the series on-and-off for the
last eight years.
"The subjects of men’s and
women’s health will be important (lectures) for Iwo& to
attend," medical graduate student Antonella lacuitti said,
adding that lioth gcuuhi I iced
to learn ;Ow rut sclf-examinatioi
as a means to prevent cant et
lacuitti aided Battle in organizing the series.
Men’s health is just one of
See HEALTH. page 3

obtain the computei s through the Ituni the Silt I Lit Clittil blanch of
efforts of John Toner, a senior IBM. Toner introduced Hansen to
human performance major with a department Chairman James
Bryant.
concentration in teaching.
"It would have taken us at least
"John worked very hard to get
this done for the departmeiii lie is five sears lv save up enough budget
an unbelievable perm nu. lliu’ugh rnone% iv pas for the computers.
his unselfishness, we were able to John is a good promoter of the
deposal uncut and did a good job
get this done." Wughalter said.
Tonei is the president of Phi with this," Bryant said.
’The computers were obsolete
Kappa Epsilon, a service-oriented
society that deals with human per- to us. Our other option was to just
formance activities. He made ship them back to ow warehouse
arrangements with telecommunications specialist Charles Hansen
See COMPUTERS page 4

Rolling towards a victory
Bs Ilene \ leeks

spAmin 11,ult ’sail

V4.111( !

Three SJSLT student.% will have
the (. hance to (ompete
in the semi-finals of the
Rolling Stone Rock &
Roll Bowl.
It all started last
minester when liberal
senior
at is
Hawn
Reit ’whiffler filled out
(piestionnaire about
Rock and Roll trivia when Haagen Dais ice cream was on campus for a promotion.
A few weeks later, she received
a phone ( all telling her she had
the highest score and could pick
two friends from SJSI to be on

her team. Reichelderfer picked
senior advertising major Tom
Lawler and senior creative arts
major Walter Ryce.
The regional playoffs
were against three-member teams from LTC
Berkeley and Stanford.
SJSU had -the highest
score of all three universities and made it to the

STUnENT
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E

Thc students will be flown to
South .rn California for an allexpenses-paid trip. The SJSU
team will compete against Cleveland State liniversity and Noi thSee CONTEST.
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Letter to the Editor

Campus ban hypocritical;
sells alcohol but not tobacco
selling tobacco products while selling alcohol on campus is a hypocritical
policy that in no way demonstrates conNot
cern for the health of students on this campus.
The campus should not sell alcohol if it is not
going to sell tobacco products.
In May of 1993, the Academic Senate
approved the policy recommendation to ban the
sale of tobacco products anywhere on the SJSU
campus. The sale and consumption of alcohol
still exists in the Spartan Pub.
The purpose of the policy recommendations
was to show concern for those non-smoking students. Smoking was also banned in any campus
building as a result, but smoking is still allowed
on campus so long as it is done outside.
Since student smokers can still smoke on campus, with ashcans provided, then what good does
it do to keep them from buying their cigarettes?
They will still buy them somewhere else.
If a student is over the age of 21, that student
may enjoy a beer on tap at the Spartan Pub.
It’s good that the Academic Senate is showing
concern for the non-smoking students, but denying smoking students the right to buy cigarettes
while still allowing them the right to smoke on
campus is ridiculous. There are still ashcans located outside campus buildings encouraging smokers.
lithe Academic Senate is concerned about the
health of the students, then they should also ban
the sale and consumption of alcohol on campus.
They should also do something to remove the
ashcans from in front of the campus buildings.
Banning the sale of tobacco products with the
reason that there is concern for the health of students is simply not true.
Why should the Academic Senate treat university students like grade school children? At the
university level students should be responsible for
their own actions. They are adults and do not
need surrogate parents to babysit them at school.
If the sale of tobacco products is banned on
campus, then so should the sale of alcohol. Banning the sale of one and not the other is hypocritical if the Academic Senate is concerned
about the health of the students.
Giving students the message that smoking is
wrong but drinking is acceptable is not only hypocritical, but immature as well. Adults don’t need
to be told what they can and can’t buy.
SJSU students are adults who should have the
right to buy cigarettes if they want to and the
right to have a beer in the pub if they choose.

SATI foie STATE Uraseastry

Ideis should write part
two to his column

MICHAEL MAYO SPARTAN DAILY

My funny Valentine
Valentine’s Day has
always been an awkward holiday for me. I
remember decorating a shoe
box with hearts in third grade. I
put it in the front of the class
with all of the other boxes.
I received less than a handful
of valentines with my name misspelled on them (Cow, Kal
The kids in Kentucky, where
I grew up, couldn’t pronounce
my name right much less spell
it.
Last year, I had a girlfriend
on Valentine’s Day. I promised
her a romantic candlelight dinner followed by a massage after
I got off work.
As it turned out, I got home
late, took her to a restaurant
with lousy service and spent the
evening cooing/apologizing.
The groping session afterwards was out of the question.
Romance is always tougher
in practice than in theory.
This year, Valentine’s Day
isn’t going to be much better.
Not only do I not get to decorate a shoe box, the only cards I
got have "Past Due" stamped on
them in bold red letters.
So what is a single person to
do on a day meant for lovers?
Get drunk on a five-pound box
of liquor-filled chocolate hearts
while scanning the personals in

KYLE PRESTON REGISTER
Everything In Moderation

’People get their
names in the
obituaries all the
time and no one
thinks it’s cute.’
the Metro?
"SWFWTCCD (single white
female with tremendous credit
card debt) seeks financially
secure 6’+ SM for serious commitment. No Smoke/Drug/
mother hang-ups. Must like
small dogs/Yoko Ono music.
Looks not important. Send
Photo. No geeks."
Guys ads aren’t much
better ...
"SWMWBG (single white
male with beer gut), folicly challenged, seeks 17 to 55-yr.-old,

wide-hipped motorcycle mama.
Must appreciate motor sports,
swilling cheap beer and the art
of chewing tobacco. Teeth/tattoos/bail money a bonus. Write
to Maddog, C/O county jail."
Besides all of the personals,
on Valentine’s Day, newspapers
print those annoying little "love
letters" from people who publicize their pet names surrounded by hearts.
"Romeo. You are cream in
my cappuccino. Juliet"
"Scab. You make my love
bump swell. Throb."
"Biddies. You are the 10/40
oil in my Harley. Love Maddog.
PS. Did you come up with bail
money yet?"
I don’t know what makes a
person think having his or her
name printed in the paper is so
special. People get their names
in the obituaries all the time
and no one thinks it’s cute.
This Valentine’s Day, I’m not
going to wait around for Cupid
to shoot an arrow in trly butt
I’m going to take charge. I’m
going to write a love letter to a
woman I secretly admire.
Does anyone have a shoe box
I can borrow?
Kyle Preston Register is a Daily
staff columnist. His column runs
every Thursday.

A new weapon in fighting AIDS
There is a new weapon
on the streets in the
fight against AIDS.
The weapon is the needleexchange program and it’s the
best way to fight the spread of
HIV by IV-drug users.
The needle-exchange programs distributes clean needles
to IV-drug users in exchange for
their dirty needles.
State law forbides the possession of hypodermic needles
without a prescription. Gov.
Pete Wilson has vetoed legislative plans in the past to legalize
needle-exchange programs.
Tired of beating eheads
against a brick wall, Bay Area
cities are fighting back.
Oakland, San Francisco and
Mann counties have declared
states of emergency. This allows
them to set aside state law and
deal with the AIDS epidemic.
San Jose has an underground
program that hands out 500
needles a week for its 15,000
addicts.
The
Alameda
County
exchange is also one of these
programs. It hands out 2,700
clean needles a week to IV-drug
users in exchange for their dirty
needles.
AIDS is an issue that can’t be
ignored. These programs are
needed to slow the spread of
HIV by IV-drug use, something
that school education and condoms are unable to do.
Needle-exchange programs
do not condone drug use. They
actively fight the deadly risk of
sharing hypodermic needles.

If condoms are viewed as a
way to stop the spread of AIDS
then the needle-exchange programs should be viewed the
same way.
There is no other choice.
If IV-drug users are unwilling
to seek help to quit their addicLAUREL ANDERSON tions then alternatives must be
found. Simply ignoring the issue
doesn’t make it disappear.
The needle-exchange proInitially, these programs
might seem wrong because they grams decreases the risk factor
are accepting drug use and sup- of AIDS.
AIDS is being fought by
plying needles for it.
This is not an issue of preaching abstinence from sex.
whether drug use is right or Abstinence can be preached by
wrong. The issue is do we want teachers, parents or Hollywood
to stop addicts from getting and figures but that won’t stop
teenagers and adults from havspreading HIV.
An addict can be helped to ing sex.
Like IV-drug users who want
stop his addiction, but once he
or need their fix, people who
has AIDS there is no cure.
Considering the choice want to have sex are not going
between supplying clean nee- to abstain.
Condoms are now being
dles to drug users and the continued spread of AIDS, there pushed by those same people
who once preached abstinence.
clearly is no choice.
The threat of the spread of Instead of preaching abstiAIDS must be stopped because nence, safer sex is now the issue.
In the same respect as safer
it endangers more people than
sex, if you can’t stop drug
just the addict.
When sharing needles the addicts, then protect them in
addict’s sexual partner is at risk, the best way possible. Make sure
as well as the partners of those clean needles are available.
The spread of AIDS through
he shared it with. By ignoring
the IV-drug users, we ignore IV-drug use won’t go away with
their lovers, husbands and wives. ignorance.
But with programs such as
The programs send a message that it is not acceptable to the needle exchange, we are
risk the spread of AIDS by shar- one step closer to stopping it.
ing hypodermic needles.
The programs fill the same
Laurd Andenon is a Daily staff
role as condoms do in the sexuwriter
al transmission of HIV.

Writer’s Forum

Editor
On Tuesday, Feb. 8, Naser Ideis wrote a column
on "How to Keep Your Mate Happy." I hope he
inadvertently neglected to mention it was Part One.
Should there be no Part Two. I, "a married person
myself," would like to respond with some observations collected over the past 10 years.
Women do not control the "level of pleasure or
misery" in a household: it’s a two-way street.
Too many men leave everything to the woman
when it comes to domestic tranquility.
Women get "busy," too. She’s reading the bills,
listening to the sound of the kids (or pets) fighting,
or guiltily watching a favorite television show. She s
too sick to cook dinner, too exhausted to do the
laundry, or too tired for "Honey. I’m horny."
About this time, she does begin to think she
deserves betterand she’s probably right.
However, her only choice ("unless she wants to
end the relationship ) is complacency, because, on
her own, she would make only 60-70 percent of
what he makes in the workplace. "Secret
treasure" ... ha!
Don’t burden her with more demands on her
already precious and tightly allotted time, stress
level, and household activity.
Show her you care and will be there when she
needs you. If the kids (or pets) are sick, don’t yell,
"Honey, the cat bailed again."
Clean it up yourself. Show her you can take care
of thingsand yourselfor she will go running
straight into the arms of a man who can.
Make her feel special by taking a shower every
day, whether you "need" it or not.
Some men lounge around the house wearing
ratty jeans and tattered t-shirts, saving the nice,
clean clothes for work. She probably washed them,
let her see them.
Try to control the noxious odors you emit from
various body orifices. If some escape, apologize.
If you don’t share her interests, don’t insist on
participating, then whine. Don’t put her down for
doing the things she likes. Call her by her name
once in a while, instead of the generic "Honey." If
you expect her to respect your family, friends, and
guests, you’d better be ready to reciprocate.
Try to remember, for women, a lack of consideration is probably the biggest turn-off there is.
Women hate it when men don’t engage in verbal,
sensual intercourse before getting "down to business."
To put it another way don’t be a jerk all day and
expect to "get lucky" when the lights go out.
Jealousy is not the "key to divorce," control is.
Let her be her own person. You married that person for some reason, didn’t you? The harder you
try to make her an extension of yourself, the harder she’ll pull away.
Ideis got one thing right. The bottom line in
marriage is "mutual understanding and respect for
each other."
"If you don’ got it, you don’ got" nothing.
Pat Cahill
Senior English/Career Wnling

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY proi,ides a daily Forum to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN
DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax articles to (408)
924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5
inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN
DAILY and will be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
length.
Categories available to non-DAILY staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint 300 to 500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues Submissions
should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding
to a certain issue or point of view. If they are longer,
they may edited for length.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
Opinion pieces written by the staff writers or editors which do not necessarily reflect the majority views
of the SPARTAN DAILY, the School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications or SJSU. Reporters are prohibited from writing opinions on issues they have covered
for news stories.
Staff Editorials: These are unsigned opinion pieces
that express the majority opinion of the editorial board
of the SPARTAN DAILY.

Controversy Corner
U.N. Secretary-General asked NATO to
approve airstrikes in Bonznia-Herzegovina in
response to shelling that occurred on Saturday, killing 68 people in a Sarejevo marketplace.
Tell us about it. Write a letter to the editor.
You might even get published.
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The San Jose State calendar

Today.
AKBAYAN CLUB: Cultural Night
Practice, 6:30-9p.m.,
Umunhum Room SU. Call
Rich or Mel 534-1140
CHE-CTIK.ANos & LATINOS IN
HEA1:11-1 EDUCATION: Organizational Meeting, 5:30p.m.,
Duncan Hall 505.
COUNSE1.ING SERVICES: Hispanic Students Support Group,
12-1:30p.m., Counseling Services-Adm.building. Call Brenda Aguilar Mandac LCSW
924-5910
DELTA SIGMA Pm: Meet the
Chapter, 7:30p.m., Engineering
Auditorium 189. Call Sandy
Lam 629-7032
GALA-GAY, LESBIAN, BLSEXU41. ALLIANCE:1st party of the
semester, 4:30-5:30p.m.,
Guadalupe Room SU. Call
236-2002
LUTHERAN STUDENT FEILOWSHIP: free showing of Jesus of
Montreal, 6p.m., Campus Interfaith Center,10th and San Carlos. Call Tim Ihssen 298-0204
METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT:
seminar on Weather Service
Modernization by Norm Hoffman, 12m., DH 615. Call 9245200
PHI DELTA THETA: Rush Open
House, 7p.m., 611 S. 8th Street.
Call Matt Lynch 947-9201
PRE-MED CLUB: semester preview, 1:30-2:30p.m., DH 345.
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALIST’S: Meeting-officer
elections, 12-1p.m., DBH
117A. Call Jason 924-3280

THE LLS’ITNING HotJR: Live
Classical Music with Dr. Laurel
Brettell, 12:30-1:15p.m., Music
Building Concert Hall. Call
Joan Stubbe 924-4631

Friday
AKBAYAN CLUB: Last Recruitment Day, 8a.m.-2p.m., SU.
Call Rich or Del 534-1140
ALMA ()MICRON PI: AOTT
Rush BBQ, 6-10p.m., AOTT
house 373 E.San Fernando.
Call Amy or Stephanie 9989330
AS. ELECTION BOARD: Spring
’94 General Election (applications available), 8:30a.m.5p.m., SU A.S. government
offices. Call Jerome Martin
924-5961
CHB.D DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
Meeting "pizza feast", 12:151:15p.m., CCB 118
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: Group Discussion,
2:30p.m., Costanoan Room
SU. Call Wingfield Liu 2526876
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: SJSU
vs. Cal Berkeley, 9:45p.m., Ice
Centre 10th St. at Alma. Call
Lou Siville 993-8638
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
General body meeting, lp.m.,
Almaden Room, SU. Call
Prasanna Pendse 279-6925
MUSLIM STUDENT AS.SOCIATioN: "Friday Prayer", 11:30p.m., Almaden Room, SU
Pm DELTA THETA: lee Crean:
Social with Delta Zeta, 7p.m.,
611 S.8th Street. Call Matt
Lynch 947-9201
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Business news
By Nyle Brandenburg
Special to the train
All those people who told you
money doesn’t grow on trees
were wrong.
There is a place out there
where money does grow on trees
and it’s the SJSU financial aid
office. But there is a catch; you
have to meet the requirements
and be extremely patient.
The primary requirement is
to simply have financial need.
The amount of financial aid a
student receives is based on calculated need, said John Bradbury, associate director of
financial aid. Calculations
are determined by the
government from information obtained from a
completed Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA).
A FAFSA, which can be picked
up at the financial aid office
located in Wahlquist South
Room 208, takes approximately
two hours to complete. This single application applies to nearly
all of the aid programs offered at
SJSU.
Once mailed, a FAFSA begins
a six step, six month process
before a disbursement check is
received. According to Bradbury,
it is important to fill out the
FAFSA accurately. as mistakes on
a FAFSA will delay the entire
process.
The federal government
awards Pell Grants from $250 to

From page I
the newer topics that will be
offered this spring. Battle hopes
to draw as many people to the
seminars as last year, where topics MK h as PMS and lower back
pain attracted up to 70 participants. Many had to be turned
away for lack of seating.
Battle said health issues are
becoming more relevant to students. He credits this to the rise
in popularity of the series within
the last three years.
The readiness is high
because of what’s happening in
the environment and what we
see happening to individuals,"

CAN

Battle said. "People are willing to
take more responsibility and
learn more than they have in
the past."
According to Battle, the
intent of the series is to make
individuals capable of making
good health decisions in every
area of then
The sessions will be held in
the Health building, room 208,
between noon and 1 p.m. each
Thursday (em ept for the initial
lecture on skin this coming
Tuesday) and are free to everyone.
A list of the weekly lectures is
available in the Health building.
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GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
HIT THE ROAD.

SOME OF OUR STUDENTS
ARE STAR PUPILS.
’ding is essential. So till,
’I fix T.V.’s Beverly Hills
You’ll learn techniques that not only make you a safer rider. but a better
well. Call 1-800-447-4700 to be the star of your class. MOTORCYCLE Win FOUNDATION
From 902W to your zip code, safe motorci
cycle RiderCourse like Brian Austin Green

II,

"NOW IN STOCK"
AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
QUADRA 610*
Macintosh
Quadra 610

QUADRA 650*

*KEYBOARD SIONTTOR CAD SOCRAM,

Macintosh
Quadra 650

-8MEG/RAM
-230 MG HARD DRIVE

-MOUSE
-SYSTEM7.1
-POWER PC UPGRADEABLE
-68040/28 MHZ CPU
-CD UPGRADEABLE
$ 1 3 1 1 .00

SAVE UP TO $150

WHEN YOU BUY AN AMIE PRINTER.
WITH CERTAIN APPLE/MACINTOSH
COMPUTERS

PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN YOU PURCHASE
A MACINTOSH COMPUTER

rnscvurrir

ON DISKS, MOUSE PADS, MS WORD,
SURGE SUPRESSOR & DISK BOXES.

SFS STORK ROI DICTA LS

-8MEG/RAM
-230 MG HARD DRIN
-MOUSE
-SYSTEM 7.1
-POWER PC UPGRADEABLE
-68040-25 MHZ CPU
-CD UPGRADEABI F

$1938.00
AND RECEIVE A

EASY FINANCING
AVAILABLE
CALL
1-800-A PPLE-LN

TO SIT. IF YOU QUALIFY

LC475 BUNDLE
4/80

Q-800 BUNDLE
8/230

-68040LC-25 MHZ

-SYSTEM 7.0
-16" APPLE MONITOR
-68040-33 MHZ
-EXTENDED KEYBOARD

-QUADRA 605 COMPATIBLE
-SYSTEM 7.11
-MOUSE
-COLOR PLUS DISPLAY
-EXTENDED KEYBOARD

$1238.00

$2937.00
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Health

$2,300 per school year to those
students with maximum need.
The state of California awards
Cal Grants that pay for C.SU fees
and in some cases a small
amount for living expenses.
Federal loans are available for
students ineligible for federal or
state grants. The government
has low interest Perkins and
Stafford loans available for students. Money can also be
obtained from the Kuhlman
Loan and Supplemental Loan
for Students/Parental Loan.
The FAFSA will also be
entered into the SJSU
Scholarship Program.
Approximately 400 scholarships are available from
SJSU private donors,
alumni, and private industries.
Awards range fro
$100 to $450 per year.
Grade point average and
financial need are the primary
considerations.
The financial aid office now
has a scholarship database that
will match students with national
scholarships. It takes approximately 45 minutes to search the
database for available scholarships.
Procrastinators can thank the
earthquake in Los Angeles for
extending the FAFSA deadline
to April 1, 1994 instead of March
1. For a 29 cent stamp and a
couple hours of effort, financial
aid is definitely worth your time.

Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever it
become the flying object.
NOTINICYRE SAFETY FOUNDATION

1994
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Computers
From page 1
to have them scr.tpped. %Ve
would likc to make it a normal
peat rice tit (I mating ’,later ads iii
the tutute. it the st hoot Can USA’
them." I lat isti said.
S an1 and Wughalter went
to IBM dui ing the %%inter break
lOaded the ( 11111plaCIN int

her jeep 1 Ins hi nigh t them
back to t ainpus and installed
the hauls\ ate. Fontir itistalled
the softwat
"I felt frustrated when I took
the class in the fall he( ause of
the lack ot ( omputer tesources.
Noss I fccl ,)111tl led that StU(ICI its attui tie %ill haw a better
opportunity to learn," Toner

SPARTAN DAILY

Bowling team ranked fifth in nation

said.
Ihr it anputer lab work deals
%stilt mottit learning. whit Ii is
the sin,1% ot the prot
Ring intisement behaviot
calls. this means they studs OIC
(1111(’ hCtWeen brain sii1111.111.1,
it itl actual responses.
Wughaher found that she
had to run certain projects and
studies by using several different
des it Cs, all of which can now be
done with the new computers.
"I feel that it’s up it tat ’Ms
members to exhaust all ot their
resources besides stmt. Itudi4cts
and grants. You newt kilos%
what vim might find." Witglialter said.

Contest
From page

I

western University on Feb. 12.
The contest will be held at
the Hard Rock Cafe at the
Beverly Center near Beverly.
Hills.
The contest is similar to the
game show jeopardy
The contest is sponsored by
%in ie.. such as
several large t
.kmej-ica,
Ford Motor (
MBNA America Bank and Haagen-Dazs ice-cream.
The nationwide con test
includes 30 universities from 10
different regions. A region is
composed of 3 universities. The
San Francisco region includes
SjSU, UC Berkeley and Stanford.
Rolling Stone came up with
the nationwide event to pmmote their magazine and target
college students.
US Concepts helped organize
the contest.
Stephe Rebeck, the project
manager from the marketing
company, US Concepts, said
that Rolling Stone magazine
gets all the recognition for

putting on this event. US Concepts rttst helps organize the
event.
"We cover different areas of
marketing," Rebeck said. "We
produce special events, mostly
for college students. We (also)
do a week of events during
spring break."
If the team wins the semifinals, the two teams with the
highest score will battle it out at
the maional finals in Daytona
Beat it. Florida during spring
break. Ilte finals will be hosted
by MIV. comedian Mario joyner.
"We have meallv good odds
right now. 1Ve’se already done
the hardest situ t I," Lawler said.
If the SjSU team wins the
semi-finals, each team member
will win a 1994 Ford Mustang,
an AIWA portable CD stereo
and Haagen-Dazs ice cream.
But if the team doesn’t win,
the runner-up team will receive
AIWA portable CD stereo.
Lawler stated the reason for
competing in the contest. "I
want to win. I am not here to
have fun."

TIM KAOSPARTAN DAILY

Bowling team member Vicky Saazar practices in the Student Union Wednesday. She practices for two hours a day.

Regulators endorse site of first Nevada Indian casino

Sparta Daily
ana a
hot CUP of coffee...
Who could ask for
more?

CARSON CITY (AP) The
state Gaming Control Board
voted Wednesday to recommend the site of the first major
Indian casino in Nevada, on the
Colorado River near the booming gambling town of Laughlin.
GCB members voted unanimously for the site approval of
the $36 million, 305-room Avi
Casino-Hotel to be built on the
Fort Mojave Indian reservation
the first of 11 riverside casino
resorts planned as part of a huge
development.
The board’s endorsement,
which will be reviewed Feb. 24
by its parent Nevada Gaming
Commission, follows the 1988
approval of a compact between
Nevada and the tribe as Indian
gambling began to spread
around the nation.
GCB Chairman Bill Bible said
the site endorsement is a preliminary step that must be followed
by approval of the tribal corporation that will operate the casino, along with licensing of longtime Nevada gaming entrepreneur Bob Cashell as manager.
Bible added that the 40-acre

casino site approval isn’t "a perfect fit" within Nevada’s gaming
laws, but he realized that the
tribe is moving cautiously to
ensure there are no unforeseen
legal pitfalls.
Bud Hicks, attorney for the
tribe, said the tribe wanted "an
initial read" from casino regulators.
He said lenders would appreciate the board’s action, but
added a loan for the club
already is approved.
The tribe is building its AhaMacav planned community on
about 4,000 acres a few miles
south of Laughlin and about 30
miles north of Needles, Calif, in
the extreme southern tip of
Nevada
The tribe controls more than
33,000 acres in the Mohave Valley, including land in Nevada,
Arizona and California, and a
17-mile stretch of the Colorado
flows through the reservation.
Hicks said one of the biggest
advantages for the Aha Macav
or "People by the River" project is its long-settled right to
12,500 acre-feet of Colorado

IWO RECOROSIVIliED

Bank of America
records lost in plane
crash off San Diego
coast

TOOL
ALSO ON SALE:
"Opiate"
9.99 CD 5.99 CS
WATCH FOR
TOOL ON
TOUR NOW!
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The band that
defines the sound
redefines the sound.
Featuring the single
"Anniversary Song".

Poba See, Crescent Moon
,ear,es
The Poal
Pale Sun/annaereary Song

11.99 CD

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!

7.99 CS
SALE ENDS
217294

ItIBER A111(111110 IVIDED
SAN FRANCISCO SAN MATEO
MOUNTAIN VIEW CAMPBELL *FREMONT
*DUBLIN CONCORD *BERKELEY
*EMERYVILLI *LARKSPUR ..41wE
*CALL

11001010 mess

River water annually.
In addition to hotel-casinos,
the project eventually will
include about 20,000 homes,
schools, parks and other facilities. The resorts will be in direct
competition with clubs in
Laughlin, which has grown
rapidly over the past several
years and now draws about 5
million tourists yearly.
The venture also will include
gambling on tribal land in Arizona. But tribal administrator
Gary Goforth said there are no
plans at this point for any casinos on the tribe’s California
land.
Cashell said the Nevada hotelcasino will have all casino games
and employ up to 600 workers,
and tribal members would get
the first opportunity to apply for
the jobs.
The tribe has about 1,200
members, most of them living
on reservation land on the Arizona side of the river.
The Fort Mojave Indian Tribe
got approval from Arizona last
year for gambling with up to 475
slot or video poker machines.

LA JOLLA. Calif. (AP) Some
customers of Bank of America
may have been affected by the
crash of a courier plane. A.
number of banking documents
were lost in the downed aircraft, officials said.
The exint Guard on Tuesday
called off its search for the
pilot, Cynthia Rice, 32, of
Ramona, and the charter plane,
which crashed into the Pacific
Ocean about four miles west of
La Jolla on Monday. Rice was
presumed lost at sea, said Coast
Guard spokesman, Petty Officer
Trentiones.
The &last Guard found the
banking papers and a piece of
aluminum from the plane
when they washed ashore at
Torrey Pines State Beach.
The bank’s customers were
notified that they may have to
present documentary evidence
of their deposits to be credited
with the transactions, the bank
said.
"We are working with the
affected customers in going
through a reconstruction
process, asking for their help in
re-creating the transaction, a
Bank of America spokesman
said Tuesday.
The twin-engine Cessna was
owned by Pacific Charter of San
Diego. The plane had left
Montgomery Field in San
Diego and was destined for Bur.
bank, a Coast Guard
spokesman said.
The lost banking records were
en route to a Bank of America
facility in Los Angeles.
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VALENTINE HATTINESS
walki.ng distance from school:1
(iive Your Sweetheart Fine

Your Fantasy
Hight Indudes:

Ihunimatk Cantlies From

SC 1-1U RRAS

IP A Romantic
Right Over The
.
Ray Area
Luxurious Comfort
Mementoes Of Your
Fantasy Flight
IP Privacy ( ltiaranteed

4-4e7

:toe_

Boxed Valentine Candies
From $T5
Two Locations To Serve You
’Ihe Fairmont Hotel
LOAM - 6Pm Mon -Fri
I0Am - 5PM Sat
848 ’The Alameda
9AM - 5:30PM Mon - Fri
9AM - 4:30PM Sat
125005 - 4PM Sun

l’(’(11111,:(1
(510) 713-2FLY
(510) 713-2359
Bring lintr Valentin(’ (10.

Quality Cookies ’l’hat Will
flaw You Coming Back For More.
Hannah’s Cookies
(408) 99541655
I ust Succ. 1
CA 95113
lii The P.0 i1i, ii Court

Friday, February 11th, 1994: BARBEQUE NIGHT
Time 6:00 10:00 p.m.
All events will take place at the AOII house at:
373 E. San Fernando St.
(Across from the campus)
Please call and R.S.V.P.:
(408)998-9330
Ask for Stephanie of Amy

Hurry and get roses
for your valentines!

FREE SUNDAE
one get one free pay only for highei

piiur -oindae

gyOne dozen: ’55’
qrSingle: $750
to a suntha

At Westpark
1345 South Winchester Blvd.
San Jose (near Payne)
(408) 379-6170
Open til 1 1pm

SJSU Student Union
right outside of the bookstore

924-1838

75C DRIFT TtlaRSDOYSI

Romantic Getaway
Weekend

Special
$ 5900
Room + Tax

Large In -room Jacuzzi
.Free Hot Breakfast-VCR
Arena Hotel
817 The Alameda , San Jose
(408)294-6500
Valley Park Hotel
2404 Stevens Creek Blvd, San Jose

The perfect place
to play when you’ve
had a hard day.

.9#1414/e4 fSOot

ROMANCE qilte NIGHT
mow.dal qeiiluia/ut 14, /994
Was Vakatine Z3o1f bleat ilie owe
ra 011)e an. elec./awl, Candle
2414 .N.iuleit
Appetizer
Choice of Entree
Dessert

Champagne
Chocolate flow
For Thc I ady
AtIonmoo ioto
lo%, I ire

NLY 3.95 Per

ouple

408) 291 -CAFE
744014 404111* in ficluastee al all

Bass Ticket Outlets
(408) 998-BASS
150 S. 1street #237 San Jose, Ca 95113

menu

PRIX FIXE MENU
Your choice from
five appetizers, six entrees
and six desserts. Entrees
include Filet Mignon with
fresh lobster sauce, Saffron
Ravioli with Chant relle
Mushrooms and Mahi Mahi
baked in banana leaves with
roasted vegetables. Price:
$30 per person
set price.

1620 Almaden Road
(where Almaden Expwy begins

289-WORK

’op’

la miseiuence Ue

A LA CARTE MENU
Order dinner items
individually from our special
a la carte menu. Our list of
nine entrees ranges from
Black Pepper Fetuccine with
Pesto and Goat Cheese
($9.95) to Rack of Lamb
with garlic mashed potatoes
($22.50). A full selection of
appetizers, salads and
desserts are also on this

A three course meal for one

(408)293-5000
F:xpires 5/31/94 not good with any other offer)

44.1\4 FREE PARKING

menus during our

For five nights -- Friday,
Feb. 11 through Tuesday
Feb. 15, we’re offering the
following two special
menus:

Paradise Flowers

expires 2-28-94

Two Choices For Love...
choose from two special
Valentine’s Celebration!

We deliver on Feb. 12, 13, 14
Delivery on campus is FREE
with purchase of $25 or more.

VOTED THE BAY AREAS BEST!

1-1.5511 your m1.5511555111

CHOICES

have some FUN!!!

And Arrows

Buy

Come meet the women
of
Alpha Omicron Pi!!!
The Women of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to invite you to our house, t
learn about our sisterhood, to make some new friends, and of course...to

Cupid Uses Cookies

’4

pecial
ection

MAKE YOUR
VALENTINES DAY
SPECIAL
Come to the Original
Pedros in Los Gatos
Featuring

Join us to celebrate

Two Choices For Love

TACOS DE CARNITAS
and
SHRIMP FAJITAS
Reservations Recommended

pEDROS
CABO
GRILL
316 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los Gatos 408-354-7570

374 South First Street
Downtown San Jose
(408) 280-6161
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Community Homeless Alliance marches for equal housing

The Community Homeless Alliance marches through
the the Pavillian on their way to the Redevelopment
Agency Wednesday.

SJSU Senior in Philosophy Steve Naumchik joins the Community
Homeless Alliance on its march to the San Jose Redevelopment
Agency Wednesday. The CHA went to the fifteenth floor to request a

Immigration officials report phony green cards
RENO, Nev. (AP) At least
800 undocumented workers
apparently got jobs in northern
Nevada hotels by using counterfeit green cards, immigration
officials said.
"We were amazed at how
main documents were out
there," J. T. Watson Jr., head of
the Reno office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
said on Tuesday,.
Agents made 30 arrests on
Monday and Watson said most of

the 770 or so people with phony
cards apparently left the area
once they learned their documentation was being investigated.
"We were getting some feedback from the hotel casinos that
large numbers of those just
didn’t show up for work," Watson said.
During a three-week investigation, the INS examined 15,000
documents of workers from
Mexico and other foreign coun-

Photos by Monique Schoenfeld

meeting with Frank Taylor to discuss the downtown Montgomery
Hotel’s future as a location for low income housing. The CHA was
unable to make an appointment yesterday.

tries in 26 hotels and casinos in
the Truckee Meadows.
Of the 30 people arrested, 25
were returned to Mexico on
Tuesday, two others were found
to be in this country legally and
three others planned to contest
the arrests in court.
Watson said information from
those arrested led agents to
believe that the documents were
being sold in the area.
Businesses can be fined for
hiring undocumented workers.

Tell your loped one
just how much...
Express how you feel with a
SPARTAN DAILY CUPID’S CLASSIFIED AD
Choose from three sizes (shown in actual size)

Social Security office
in Salinas is spared
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
More than 300 federal workers
at a Social Security Administration office in Salinas had their
jobs spared Wednesday when
the government confirmed
plans to keep the facility open.
The office, which processes
some 20 million federal W-2 tax
forms each year, had been slated
for closure on Sept. 30, according to Phil Gambino, an administration spokesman in Baltimore.
But Social Security Commissioner Shirley S. Chater decided
late Tuesday that the facility
should remain open, with a new
function, and that the 140 fulltime and 170 seasonal workers
would be offered new jobs.
"The commissioner has now
decided she would like to keep
the center open in a different
capacity...We can offer them new
jobs," Gambino said.
The facility likely would be
converted to a service office that
would handle a share of the
roughly 60 million public information calls the administration

gets each year, Gambino said.
The SSA previously has said it
cannot cope with the volume of
toll-free calls it receives.
The office, one of the largest
employers in Salinas, was targeted for closure last year after the
SSA decided to automate the
workers’ jobs and consolidate
the workload at its Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., office
But Chater visited the facility
and met with workers in December at the behest of Rep. Sam
Farr, D-Salinas.
"(Chater) saw that these were
employees who were hard-working, stable and had bilingual
skills, which are skills we need
for our toll-free line," Gambino
said.
Farr, who had planned to formally announce the spared jobs
on Friday, said the news was "a
real shot in the arm for the
area."
"This is an area that has only
had closure news," Farr said by
telephone from Washington.
"It’s the first news of a re-opening we’ve had."

OIL CHANGE SERVICE

Former activist
Tom Hayden
ammounces bid
for governorship
LOS ANGELES (AP) In a
surprise move, former anti-war
activist Tom Hayden, a 11 -year
veteran of the Legislature and
the former husband of actress
Jane Fonda, launched his campaign today for governor.
Hayden, 54, faces state Treasurer Kathleen Brown and
Insurance Commissioner John
Garamendi in what promises to
be a bruising, costly Democratic
primary.
Hayden, a Vietnam War protester during the 1960s and
1970s and a co-founder of Students for a Democratic Society,
said he was seeking the governorship to fight the "obstinate
power and money of special
Interests in Sacramento."
"In my view, this problem is
the key to all others in Sacramento," Hayden said.
Hayden was elected to the
state Assembly in 1982, and
served a decade in the lower
house. He was elected to the
state Senate in 1992, defeating a
veteran senator, Herschel Rosenthal, and community activist
Kathy O’Neill, wife of political
columnist Richard Reeves, to
win the Democratic primary in a
heavily Democratic district.

*Parts and installation.
.Install new Filter and up to 5 Qts.
Premium Multi-Grade Oil.

60 years and
counting...
The Daily,
still free

FREE TIRE ROTATION

95
hazardous waste
recycling foie

a- $2

AC.CLIT UNE

& BRAKE

OFF

510 E. Sank’ Clara Si.
korner oil inn and Sonia acre))

ore 2/24/94

Your personalized ad will he
printed in red and black.

Phone 298-7722

BRING IN THIS AD FOR 3 DAYS OF FITNESS FREE!

TWOFoR ONE
OR 50% OFF

Circle the ad you want.

BUY ONE TOTAL FITNESS MEMBERSHIP
ENROLLMENT FEE AND GET ONE FREE...

Tell us what you would like
to say. (Keep in mind the
limited spacing!)
Pay by cash or check.
Bring this ad and payment
to the Spartan Daily,
Dwight Bental Hall 209.

1 TOTAL FITNESS MEMBERSHIP ENROLLMENT FEE
VVrIli ’hi k vu l

onls Otter may end at any me

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL STUDENT/ FACULTY PROGRAMS

We are now hiring for all positions, full and
part time Call for an appointment

24
HOUR

MOM
The Future of Fitness

510/134-3300

SAN PABLO:
100 San Pablo Town Center

Orders must be in by
noon on Thursday,
February 10th.

Helots

24 Iseelhpos...Aid lunloot Castro Valley Citrus
Concord Daly City Folsom Fremont Larkspur
Mountain View Sacramento San Francisco 131 San Jose 12) San Leandro San Mateo San Pablo San
Ramon Santa Cruz Santa Rosa Saratoga Sunnyvale Vallem Walnut Creek
No other discounts can be used with 1/55 otter Must be at least le years old or II with
parent Incentives may be offered for enrolling on other memberships Babysitting Is avail
able tor a nominal tee also racquetball at some centers Amenities may wary per center
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REALITY BITES
A COMEDY ABOUT LOVE IN THE ’90s.
ifivERSAL PICTURES mac A ATI [NS Nava "REALITY 61E" JANEAli GAREN SANSI[KIJI I1

JOE OM BAKER JOHN NOM ’KARLAAllING[11 akvo"lipil IAR91111.111\101 AI’ FINNEGAN AND NOM PINCHN
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RELEASE
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FILMS
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Children Under 13
May I. Inappropriate
PARENTS
ST NNGLYforCAUTIME"):1

FEATURING THE MUSIC OF LENNY KRAVITZ

STILLER

THE JULIANA HATFIELD 3

U2

DINOSAUR JR.

WORLD PARTY AND OTHERS

OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Taking it one
game at a time
Softball team hopes to improve on last season’s 29-30finish
\ Minerva Panlilio
Ld to the Du&

Go as far as you can see and
’then you get there you can see
farther
According to head coach Debbie Nelson, that is the Spartan softball team’s new attitude in 1994.
List season the team set goals
like winning 40 games and taking first place in the Big West
Conference, said Nelson, who is
entering her second year at
SJSU. This year, the team is taking it one game at a time.
"Last year we were talking
World Series in February and its
not until May," Nelson said.
"Now we don’t talk about even a
week away. The coaching staff
prepares us for our opponents,
but these kids don’t talk about
Northridge and Cal yet. We’re
trying to take care of the little
things on a daily basis first and
then the big things will come
and fall into place.
In 1993, the Spartans finished
sixth in the conference with a 1020 record, 29-30 overall. They
will try to improve on that finish
with eight returners and eight
newcomers.
The biggest change the team
has to adjust to is a young pitching staff. The Spartans, who lost
all three of their pitchers from
last season, hope to rebuild with
freshmen Corina Lilly, Amy
Phillips and Dena Pitts.
"After Christmas break, I was
really pleased with the shape that
my pitchers and catchers came
hack in," pitching coach Angie
Jacobs said. ’They’ve matured

just about a year from the time
they’ve come in the fall mid I’m
really happy with that. They’re
beginning now to understand
exactly what lies ahead of them

in the outfield and helps do all
the direction and adjustments
against our opponents."
In addition to the starters, the
Spartans will rely on the bench
to help get them into the win
column.
"Knowing that we haw a young
’I think as a coach,
team and we’re going to play
I’m very fortunate
close to 70 ballgames, it was
important to the coaching staff to
to have the group
make sure that we had not only
that I have to work
depth as far as number of players,
but that we also had talent within
with.’
those players," Nelson said.
Debbie Nelson
Nelson noted that the team is
Softball coach
strong defensively as well.
"Last season there were times
and what they need to do to be when we lost games because of
successful at the collegiate level." the defense," she said. "We’re
These pitchers will be staring flipping that around now, where
down into the glove of catcherJen we’re winning more games on
McMillen, who is in her second our defensive skills.
year behind the plate for SJSU.
’The game of softball is fairly
The Spartan infield is led by simple as long as you keep your
All-American and four-year fundamentals strong," Nelson
starter Jackie Tawney. Across the said. ’That’s what we spent the
diamond is first baseman Denise entire year on making sure
Bally and filling in the gaps are fundamentally we were very, very
returning starters second base- strong."
man Kelly Clark and shortstop
So far, Nelson only knows the
Paula Frueh.
first three spots in the line up. Mar"We’re all really good friends, tinez will lead off. Hitting behind
so it helps," Tawney said. "We her is designated hitter Valerie
worked together all the time last Quintero, followed by Tawney.
year too, so it’s like we were just
Tawney, a first-team, all Big
leasing off from last year."
West selection, led the team in
Sophomore center fielder Pat hits with 61. She led in batting
Martinez is the only returning with a .333 average last season.
starter in the outfield. Joining
Nelson believes the key to this
her are Tricia Morse in left and year’s offense is their speed.
Holly Brink in right.
"Last year we attempted over
"She has really grown up as a 100 stolen bases," she said. ’The
ball player," Nelson said about average team attempted right
Martinez. "She’s our quarterback around 40 to 50, so we do a lot of

Imagine Getting
Quality PC Service
At Student Prices.

DEANNA A. HORVAlliSPARTAN DAILY

Catcher Jen McMillan throws to home plate during practice at P.A.L. Stadium.
running. We’re real aggressive. I
think that’s how you win at this
level to
after your opponents, not to wait for them to
make a mistake. Something
you’ll see when you come out to
the ball games is a team that is
very entertaining because we
make a lot of things happen."
Tawney,
Martinez
and
McMillen accounted for 40 of

r

the 78 stolen bases SJSU collected last season.
The Spartans will be testing
their speed against some of the
nation s Top 20 teams, including
No. 1-ranked Arizona and No. 2ranked UCLA.
"Anyone can be beaten on
any given day," Martinez said.
"And if you take it day-by-day
instead of lookin , at the sched-

Get 25% off labor or a free box of
diskettes on your first visit
Bring in this ad for a special offer
on top-notch Mac or PC service
from your local SERVICenter.
On your first visit, get 25%

Third baseman Jackie Tawney dives for the ball during practice.

off labor or a free box of
diskettes on anything
from repairs to a
system wellcheck to
a memory upgrade.
It’s all backed by
Digital, with fast
turnaround for all
kinds and brands of
PC products, printers,
and related peripherals. So bring in
your equipment to us for a repair, a
wellcheck, or even just a question.
What could be smarter than great
service at great prices?

JobsAmerica
Career Fair
If you’ve recently graduated, or will be soon, the
reality is that you will need
real work experience to start
your career. JobsAmerica can
help you get started

TUESDAY

FEBRUARY 15TH

(servicenter)’
02E. Carbbean Drive, Sunnyvale, (408) 747-3781
San Jose Ate Bookstore (drop-of8

ule and saying we have 40 wins
and we’re going to pick them
and choose them, you re just selling yourself short as a team. You
should be thinking positive, not
in a cocky way where you’re saying, ’We re going to beat this
team.’ Just give your 110 percent
and play hard whether it s Stanford, Arizona or UCLA."
The Spartans start the season
Saturday hosting Saint Mary’s,
Santa Clara and Stanford in the
first annual Spartan Kick-off
Tournament. SJSU will face
cross-town rival Santa Clara first
at noon in PAL Stadium.
"If there’s anything that stands
out with this team besides the
chemistry of the team is the
pride that thez possess about
their program, Nelson said. "I
wouldn’t change any of these
kids. I think as a coach. I’m very
fortunate to have the group that
I have to work with."

I am to 2pm & 4pm to 7pm
The 4-7pm session is less crowded
and recruiters have more time to
spend with you

LE BARON HOTEL
1350 North Fast Street, San Jose

Benefit from FREE Seminars
on JOB SEARCH SKILLS for
the ’90s presented by professional Career Counselors from
Princeton/ Masters International and Stanley, Barber &
Associates.
Bring your resume to
JobsAmerica and get your
career off to a great start!
For updated details see nose ad in the
Classified Section of the tehrsiary 13th
and 14th San Jose Mercury News.

Spartan
Scoreboard
SPARTAN KICKOFF TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
SATUFIOAY
10 a m Stanford vs Santa Clara
12 p rn SJSU ys Santa Clara
2 p rn SJSU vs Si Marys
Op rn Stanford vs SI Mary s
6 p m Stanford vs SJSU
Op nr Santa Clara vs St Marys
SUNDAY
10 on, SJSU is St Marys
12 p m Santa Clara is St Marys
2 p m Santa Clare vs Stanford
4 p0, St Marys is Stank,rd
6pm SJSU vs Santa Oars
Silo’ SJSU vs Stenloro
SJSU it UC Santa Barbs% 7:30 p.m
MEN’S BASKETBALL NOTES. The Spartans are on the
road 10.1111 against UC Santa Barbara in tor last meat.SJSU won 72-50 The an was the most lopskled vic
tory of the searion and Me first over UC Santa Barttara in
12 outings SJSU is looking for its MN reguktr-season
senes sweep ovet The Gauchos since the 1965 season
Game MI be broadcast on KSJS, 907 FM
THREE IN A ROW, The Spartans’ current win streak
began with the hrstever 92-77 thrashing of UNLV SJSU
beat UC Irvine 72-67 and Cal State Fullerton 84 82 last
week Kt move nlo lough pace .me,. Big West Conference
Wth an 118 wend mood SJSU ts 74 in tone-mince ptay
This repro second time dunng the season the Spartans
have had a thotegerne win streak
THE SPARTANS: SJSU bads the Big West in Stain we
Snow preventive Wtt 715 percent guard Lome Mitchel
is second Otis Big West in free throw percentage with
868 percent Tony Cannon is sewenth in soonng. then
WCrAtIligITS:PrirCgtn corning off of 67-66 victory
over Lang Beech State The lawn hisall won more Iran
Or. row NI mson
in
e
Own a 6-5 record in the
lrg &LT’
end are 9-12 mend Gauchos have mlitht players
who have scored between 127 end 225 points this season
UCSB is ninth in the Btg West for free throw percentage
met swan average of 638 percent
24-hour SJSU epode 090:924-FANS Morns gamma may)

JobsAmerica will have solid
companies, many offering
ENTRY LEVEL career opportunities in SALES and MANAGEMENT.

Putting Imagination To Work

Temporary positions in a
variety of areas too.

meid7,411
JobsAmerica
JobsAmerica is not an employment agency All
participating companies
EfO/Allirmative
Action employers and minorities are encouraged
to attend.

Somebody
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BUGGING
you?
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Call
for the
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131.900-988.85321r
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Aflir-budget hideaways
for Valentine sweethearts
Isnthia Pickerrell
Daily Suff Writer

It only takes a glance in the nearest Hallmark
store to see that Valentine’s Day is just around
the corner. So what will it bethe candy and
card or a romantic rendezvous at the local
diner?
Aw, come on. Bright, ingenious students can do better than that.
Then again, maybe notat least not
if they’re like the many students
around campus who, when asked
about their dating life, consider
renting a video getting wild and
crazy.
Contrary to popular opinion,
romantic and inexpensive dates are not
difficult to come by. Often, it simply means
letting your fingers do the walking.
The phone book holds a world of
entertainment opportunities, as do local
newspapers. If these fail? Well, then ask a
fellow student.

Picturesque Picnics
"Go walking through Plaza
Park at night while the
sprinklers
are
going,"
music
major James Young
proffered.
As it turns out, parks are
a great way to save money and
spend quality time with someone
close. The many activitiesbiking,
hiking and rollerblading to name a
fewalso keep you in superb shape.
The Big Basin Redwoods State Park and Alum
Rock Park offer miles of trails, many leading to
creeks or waterfalls. Such locales make for charming spots to lay down a blanket with that significant
other and chomp on some KFC.
As with most parks, admission is free. The big
plus is seeing virtually no one for hours.
Garden Gallivanting
"Have her pose and draw her picture," James F.
said (sorry girls, he wouldn’t give out any other
information).
Well, James E, there’s no better place to do this
than Villa Montalvo, a 175-acre area that includes
a wildlife sanctuary and redwood grove.
Unless, of course, you prefer gardens.
The Japanese Friendship Tea Garden and the
33-acre Overfelt Garden (in a traditional Chinese
landscape) are both in San Jose and free to visitors
as well. Couples can traipse between ponds and
wildflowers or test their cardiovascular strength
while climbing up and over arched bridges.
Science Sampling
"Go to Fisherman’s Wharf and watch the sun
rise," illustration major Oliver Mendoza offered.
Why go all the way to Fisherman’s Wharf when
you can see the sun up close at the James Lick
Observatory? Located atop Mount Hamilton, the
observatory is one of the largest in the world. And
it’s free.
If gazing at the stars is not your cup of tea, perhaps a blast to the pastsay 4000 yearswill tickle
your fancy.
The Rosicrucian Museum and Planetarium has
a collection of ancient Egyptian, Assyrian and

q!

Doon
Vineyard
within
__--eyesight of
_ - the ocean.
A",Simple Pleasures
"Drive to Capitola, have coffee at
Babylonian
15
Mr. Toot’s and walk along the beach," hospitalartifacts (including mummies!) that
ity management senior Marisa De Bartolo advises.
will fascinate history
Sometimes simple is best when first getting to
lovers for hours. Tours of an
know that latest true love. Even those with longEgyptian tomb (replica of
time boyfriends (or girlfriends) prefer leisurely
course) give the besotted a chance to cuddle with- dates. De Bartolo’s friend and co-major agrees.
in its dark, cavernous chambers.
All this for a mere four dollars eacha visit to
the planetarium included.
The San Jose Historical Museum, a re-creation
of San Jose’s original Main Street, is another one of
the many museums the valley offers. Even the Children’s Discovery Museum holds good times for the
young at heart. All charge under five dollars admission. Some, like the Triton Museum of Art (featuring contemporary exhibits from all over the
world), are free.
Leisurely Alternatives
"He has to make dinner, clean the kitchen and
take me out for a night cap," nutrition major Jill
Christensen said, emphasizing the latter.
Unfortunately, night caps (a 70s term for an
end-of-the-night drink) can get pretty expensive.
Day caps, on the other hand, replace the bar scene
with the oh-so-lovely vineyard. And they’re free.
Wine tasting is the key to this freebie where the
relaxed atmosphere molds the mood for things to
comea candlelight dinner, for instance.
Wineries in the area to visit include the J. Lohr
Winery in San Jose and the Mirassou Champagne
Cellars in Los Gatos. For beach lovers, the Bonny

Police find missing baby

Willie B. creates
his own Valentine

The body of attorney-client privilege. He said
AUSTIN (AP)
a missing baby has been they originally were meant to be
found by police following a map given to law enforcement
drawn by the boy’s baby sitter. officials to help in finding the
A sheriff said today the boy’s child.
In a statement released by her
deathwas not accidental and that
lawyers Tuesday, Mrs. Hendermurder charges would be filed.
Three-month -old Brandon son said the baby squirmed out
Baugh disappeared Jan. 21. of her arms and struck his head
His babysitter, Cathy Lynn Hen- while she cared for him at her
derson, was arrested last week in home near Pflugerville, an
and Austin suburb.
Mo.,
Independence,
"Brandon pushed his feet
charged with kidnapping.
Brandon’s body was found against the kitchen wall. I was
late Tuesday just northeast of holding him with only one
Temple, between Waco and hand. He pushed out of my arm
and flipped over. Brandon landAustin.
Mrs. Henderson said the boy ed on his head," it said.
Mrs. Henderson, 37, said she
died in an accidental fall.
But an autopsy early today tried for an hour to revive the
found that Brandon suffered a baby, then fled, burying his body
severe skull fracture, said Travis outside Waco before going on to
County Sheriff Terry Keel. "The Missouri.
"I want to emphasize this was
severity of the injuries is inconsistent with any kind of accident an accident and that I am truly
sorry for Brandon’s death. I pantheory," he said.
Keel said capital murder icked," said her statement, given
charges would be filed against to FBI agents in Kansas City.
sheriff’s
County
Travis
Mrs. Henderson.
Maps leading to the body’s spokesman Andy Saenz said Mrs.
location were given to authori- Henderson had given authorities Tuesday by one of Mrs. Hen- ties "several different stories,"
derson’s lawyers after District including one that someone else
Judge ,Jon Wisser ruled that had taken the baby from the
they did not fall under such house.

ATLANTA (AP) After
years without even seeing a
member of the opposite sex,
Willie B. is a father.
officials
Atlanta
Zoo
announced the birth Tuesday
night of an as-yet-unnamed
baby gorilla the sixth born
at the zoo.
The infant appeared in
good condition as its mother.
Choomba, basked in the sun
with it clasped to her chest.
The sex has not been determined and the weight wasn’t
taken.
Zoo officials were delighted
with the new arrival because
Willie B., a 35-year-old silverback gorilla, never mingled
with females after arriving at
the zoo in 1962.
Willie B. set his sights on
Choomba in 1992, after a couple of unproductive matings.
From across separate living
areas, a courtship began with
long glances and love calls
just as in the wild.
Willie B. is the oldest gorilla in captivity to have sired an
offspring and the oldest gorilla to have sired his first baby.

"We (her and her boyfriend) like
to3FHivinclt;:velshoptran
srail;’-gS1% adds
that the people are also fun to
watch.
Other ideas from the simple
. ,
side include ice skating, bowling
and miniature golf. Two out of
three are offered right here at
SJSU.
The lower level of the Student Union offers students
cheap rates for bowling and billiards$1.10 and $3 per hour
respectivelyand the hours
are accommodating to
players.
late
night
They’re open until midnight every night.
When Oliver Mendoza’s not
watching the sun rise at Pier 39, he
frequents the ice skating rink with
his lady love. The question is, does
she have a good time?
"She has no complaints,"
Mendoza said assuringly.
For eight dollars
m-_
------_
each, a mediocre date
-.can heat up at SJSU’s
new Ice Center (the price
includes shoes).
-= However, students who slide, as opposed to
glide, over the ice may be more at ease putting
around one of two Golflands in the San Jose area
Miniature golfing is cheap (averaging about five
dollars) and has great violence potential.
All in all, romance is the spice of dating. No
matter where couples go or what they do, it’s their
attitude that makes it all worthwhile.
Being creativevis-a-vis, doing the above mentionedsimply helps keep romance alive. So,
when the temptation to subject your love bug to a
movie at the pad arises, just remember this little
poem:
Roses are red, violets are blue/ you can still have
a date if your dollars are few. Anonymous

Accepted at
more schools
than you were.
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Grand jury interviews actor’s
son in Michael Jackson case

10111111 RUINS I VIDEO

NICK HEYWARD

THE INDIANS
THE INDIANS
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11.99 CD 7.99 CS
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ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
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"ONE OF THE BEST An MOST
POWERFUL
FILMS
OF
THE
YEAR:’
Daniel Day-Lewis gives the performance of the year in a true story
of injustice that will pin you to your seat. A stunner of a movie."
-Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE

k TRUE STORI FROM THE DIRECTOR OF -11 LEFT FOOT"

DANIEL DAY-LEWIS
BRII LIM FILM,
MILTING.

Dana lUll ’*411 I4., an.iiher
UolIIT pern.rmanee in *41141 1’
fth r.ar..er."
!ar

"I GRIPPING TILE..
t\ 111PISSIONED
11011E,
Ndn 11.1,4 rob I,rrrs f
Is a neh ereatinn."

onion

"DANIEL 1141.’1111S
IS BRILLIANT.
t splendid ensemble 91 3111IN
..imetslthe +re’, mint
kinefie tilmmaking."

and

"ONE OF THE
TEN BEST FILMS
OF THE IF %R."

lost STATE UNIVElaSITY SPARTAN DAILY

EMMA THOMPSON
"THIS IS A FILM 101
MUST SEE. ONI OF
111. TEN BEST OF’93.
Ii dptrrtrt Nears.

Daniel Ilasslenis is great:
ssiskt. s

"T110 TER 11BS P.
paaertul Thriller."

"4 POLITICALLY
CHARGED
’Ft GITIVE.
I
tarkerlark siseeral tilmmaking.

Daniel IlioLewi. files MI
e,traortIinar,l ITIIlIIJlIIflf prdormaner."

"A POWERFUL,
MESAERF/ING
110 VIE,

Daniel DasTenk giles one id
his finest pertnrmanees."

9411EL DA111111S
611ES A GREAT
PERFORMANCE.

1,,( ronten1 II ha,k in his golden
Tel Ivo, lot ’1he I Ito Ill The Mobieln’,
’lb loll had% and ’The tee Of Innoveno.’,
he dies an ahsoluIPI, ,,mashing job.
Ihin’l Riot hi, teme,
ernoiiiinall, ,hallering

mottle."

IN THE NAME Or THE FATHER

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. testify against his or her will.
(AP) A grand jury convened
The lawsuit filed in September
Wednesday to consider criminal contended that Jackson plied the
child sex abuse charges against youth with lavish gifts and vacapop superstar Michael Jackson, tions.
and the first witness was actor
The lawsuit alleged Jackson
Marlon Brando’s adult son.
committed sexual battery, batMiko Brando, who has tery, seduction, willful misconworked for Jackson as a body- duct, intentional infliction of
guard and valet, met with the emotional distress, fraud and
grand jury behind closed doors negligence.
for 3 1/2 hours. He ignored
Jackson, 35, abandoned his
questions from a large crowd of "Dangerous" world concert tour
reporters as he entered and left in November in the midst of a
the chambers.
media frenzy over the allegaAn unidentified man later tions, saying he was forced to
met with the grand jury for retreat to a drug rehabilitation
about 15 minutes before he and center in Europe to kick
the jurors went home for the day. painkilling prescription drugs.
On Wednesday, Santa Barbara
A 14-year-old boy has accused
Jackson of sexually molesting County District Attorney Thomas
him during a four-month cam- Snedden Jr. and Los Angeles
paign of seduction, ending last County Deputy District Attorneys
year.
William Hodgman and Lauren
The entertainer has denied Weiss also met with the grand
any wrongdoing but last month jury on the second floor of the
reached a reported multimillion- ornate Spanish-style county courdollar out-of-court settlement in thouse.
a civil lawsuit brought by his
No one spoke as they entered
accuser.
the room.
The settlement was thought to
Los Angeles County prosecuseverely diminish the state’s case tors have been investigating the
in the child molestation probe allegations against Jackson for six
because, in California, a victim of months but have not filed
sexual abuse can’t be forced to charges.

Los Angeles County District
Attorney Gil Garcetti on Wednesday refused to estimate when an
announcement on criminal
charges would be made, but he
said the county’s investigation
was in what he called its "latter
half."
"You’d like to try and pin me
down," he told reporters in Los
Angeles. "I wish I could tell you
it’s going to be complete in five
days. I can’t tell you that."
The grand jury session was
held under tight security. Guards
were stationed throughout the
courthouse and reporters were
kept behind two benches blocking the hallway several feet from
the jury chambers.
Jackson and his lawyers have
claimed the teen’s molestation
allegations were the result of a
failed $20 million extortion
attempt by the boy’s father and
lawyer.
Los Angeles County prosecutors investigated the extortion
claims and declined to file
charges in the case.
Calls to the boy’s lawyer, Larry
Feldman, and Jackson attorneys
Howard Weitzman and Johnnie
Cochran Jr. were not immediately returned.

Emergency room doctors
at Calexico hospital quit
CALEXICO, Calif. (AP)
The eight doctors who staffed
the emergency room at Calexico
Hospital quit after the facility fell
at least three months behind in
paying for their services.
The doctors quit
at midnight Tuesday.
They
are
employed
by
National
Emergency Services, a
Tiburon-based
medical firm that
supplies emergency
room doctors to
hospitals in the
United States and
Europe.
The doctors had worked in
the emergency room at Calexico
Hospital for 18 months.
"We’re very happy with what
we’ve been able to do here, but
I’ve been told by my firm there
are limits to how long it can go
without getting paid, Dr. Adolphus Cole told hospital trustees
during a hospital board meeting
Tuesday.
Cole said National Emergency
Services has continued to pay
the physicians, despite not getting paid by the hospital for their
services. Those services cost the
hospital $50,000 to $60,000 a

month, Cole said.
"I find it extremely embarrassing that we find ourselves in
this situation," Hospital trustee
Lupe Acuna told Cole during
the board meeting.
The hosittal
has
.en late in
meeting
payroll for
about
10
months,
Robert Trautman and
tiiespioi.krIntiniarator employee
paychecks
have
bounced in
recent
months. Many staffers, including
the facility’s director of nursing,
Oscar Garcia, have quit.
Hospital
Administrator
Robert Trautman said hospital
officials had been planning to
replace the doctors with another
team of physicians for months.
"This is all part of a carefully
thought out plan," said Trautman.
When asked if failing to pay
National Emergency Services
also was part of that plan. Trautman said, "No." Trauunan said
the firm will be paid, but the
hospital has "other priorities

’This is all part of a
carefully thought
out plan.’

right now."
Hospital officials temporarily
replaced the physicians with one
person, El Centro cardiologist
Dr. Amrit Singh. Singh will be
responsible for the emergency
room on a 24-hour basis until
Dr. Minerva Kelada takes over
on Feb. 15.
Trustees approved a contract
with Kelada Tuesday. Under the
contract. Kelada will receive
about $35,000 a month to run
the emergency room. Kelada will
use some of that money to pay
for the services of about three
other emergency room physicians.
In another development
Tuesday, Gerald Dadey, who
retired as superintendent of the
Calexico Unified School District
because of illness in 1992, told
hospital trustees he wants to be
considered for the post of hospital administrator.
Late last year trustees voted to
fire Trautman, who has worked
as hospital administrator since
November 1992.
The trustees alleged he failed
to carry out his contractual
duties. They later rehired him,
saying he would be replaced as
soon as a permanent administrator could be found.

Regulators endorse site of first Nevada Indian casino
CARSON CITY (AP) The feet fit" within Nevada’s gaining
state Gaming Control Board laws, but he realized that the
voted Wednesday to recommend tribe is moving cautiously to
the site of the first major Indian ensure there are no unforeseen
casino in Nevada, on the Col- legal pitfalls.
orado River near the booming
Bud Hicks, attorney for the
gambling town of Laughlin.
tribe, said the tribe wanted "an
GCB members voted unani- initial read" from casino regulamously for the site approval of tors.
the $36 million, 305-room Avi
He said lenders would appreCasino-Hotel to be built on the ciate the board’s action, but
Fort Mojave Indian reservation added a loan for the club already
the first of 11 riverside casino is approved.
resorts planned as part of a huge
The tribe is building its Ahadevelopment.
Macav planned community on
The board’s endorsement, about 4,000 acres a few miles
which will be reviewed Feb. 24 by south of Laughlin and about 30
its parent Nevada Gaming Com- miles north of Needles, Calif, in
mission, follows the 1988 the extreme southern tip of
approval of a compact between Nevada.
Nevada and the tribe as Indian
The tribe controls more than
gambling began to spread 33,000 acres in the Mohave Valaround the nation.
ley, including land in Nevada,
GCB Chairman Bill Bible said Arizona and California, and a
the site endorsement is a prelim- 17-mile stretch of the Colorado
inary step that must be followed flows through the reservation.
Hicks said one of the biggest
by approval of the tribal corporation that will operate the casi- advantages for the Aha Macav
no, along with licensing of long- or "People by the River" protime Nevada gaming en trepre- ject is its long-settled right to
neur Bob Cashel’ as manager.
12,500 acre-feet of Colorado
Bible added that the 40-acre River water annually.
casino site approval isn’t "a perIn addition to hotel-casinos,
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the project eventually will
include about 20,000 homes,
schools, parks and other facilities. The resorts will be in direct
competition with clubs in Laughlin, which has grown rapidly over
the past several years and now
draws about 5 million tourists
yearly.
The venture also will include
gambling on tribal land in Arizona. But tribal administrator
Gary Goforth said there are no
plans at this point for any casinos
on the tribe s California land.
C.ashell said the Nevada hotelcasino will have all casino games
and employ up to 600 workers,
and tribal members would get
the first opportunity to apply for
the jobs. The tribe has about
1,200 members, most of them
living on reservation land on the
Arizona side of the river.
The Fort Mojave Indian Tribe
got approval from Arizona last
year for gambling with up to 475
slot or video poker machines.
The compact with that state
doesn’t allow craps, roulette,
blackjack or other card games
where customers play against the
house.
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Colombia’s president says U.S.
help is needed in drug war

NATO allies give
ultimatum to
Bosnian Serbs

0 BOGOTA, Colombia (AP)
- A political fight over the presence of U.S. soldiers burst wide
open Wednesday when President
Cesar Gaviria angrily rejected a
commission’s finding that inviting the troops was unconstitutional.
The normally placid Gaviria,
his voice trembling, said on
national radio he would ignore
Tuesday night’s verdict by the
Council of State, Colombia’s
highest authority on government
administration, that the approximately 250 U.S. soldiers were in
Colombia illegally.
About 130 soldiers, mostly
combat engineers from Fort
Rucker, Ala., are in the Pacific
coastal city ofJuanchaco on what
has been billed as a humanitarian mission to build a school and
clinic and improve a road. The
mission raised suspicions because
it is in an area where drug-traffickers and rebels operate.
Juanchaco lies 45 miles west of

0 BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)
- After months of indecision,
NATO allies on Wednesday
warned the Bosnian Serbs to lift
their murderous siege of Sarajevo or face air raids.
The allies’ ultimatum gives
the Serbs 10 days beginning
midnight Thursday Greenwich
Mean Time (7 p.m. EST Thursday) to withdraw their heavy
guns from around the beleaguered city.
The Serbs, apparently seeking
to head off NATO air strikes,
earlier arranged a quick ceasefire with the United Nations,
pledged to withdraw their
artillery from around the
besieged city and put the guns
under U.N. monitoring.
The Serbs have more than
500 heavy guns ringing the
Bosnian capital, which they have
been pounding for nearly two
years.
In Washington, President
Clinton warned that the NATO
ultimatum was no idle threat.
"No one should doubt NATO’s
resolve," he said. "NATO is now
set to act.*
Secretary-General
NATO
Manfred Woerner underscored
the readiness of the alliance to
act, noting in Brussels that
NATO had agreed that no
extensions of the deadline
would be given.
"This deadline, 10 days, is
firm," he told a news conference.
"We are not looking to use
force," he said. "We prefer negotiated solutions agreed to by all
parties. But we will not hesitate
to use force if we have to."
The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization warned the Serbs
that if they fail to comply with
the deadline, their heavy
weapons will "be subject to
NATO air strikes." The deadline
ends at midnight GMT (7 p.m.
EST) Feb. 20.

Cali, home of the world’s biggest
cocaine cartel.
Other US. soldiers are maintaining a U.S.-built radar system
that has netted drug-trafficking
flights and are builiding a base
and training Colombian soldiers
to better fight drug traffickers
and guerrillas.
The soldiers’ presence has
prompted wide complaints that
Colombia’s sovereignty was being
violated.
Gaviria said Colombia needed
all the help it could get to fight
its powerful cocaine traffickers
and accused opponents of "wrapping themselves in the Colombian flag" and displaying false
nationalism.
"Sovereignity is in greater danger
when
a
nation
is
handed over to criminals and
drug traffickers and the state
does not have the capacity
to respond," Gaviria told
reporters at the presidential
palace.

Remains of ice age horse
discovered by gold miners
0 OTTAWA (AP) - Yukon
gold miners and scientists have
discovered the world’s best-preserved example of an extinct
26,000-year-old ice age horse.
The freeze-dried carcass,
which includes the pelt and a
well-preserved foreleg, is surprisingly similar to modern horses,
and scientists hope it will offer
clues about how humans survived in North America during
the ice age.
The miners discovered the
carcass while digging in trenches
full of frozen silt and mud to try
to reach gold-bearing gravel 10
to 20 yards below the surface.
The horse’s shoulder bone,
with a scrap of flesh still clinging
to it, was discovered by children

in September. Later, their
fathers, gold miners Lee Olynyk
and Ron Toews, found the
freeze-dried foreleg and alerted
archeologist Dr. Ruth Gotthardt,
who works for the Yukon government
Gotthardt went to investigate,
believing the carcass might be
the remains of a horse that died
during the gold rush about a
century ago. She climbed into
the trench and was greeted by
the unmistakable smell of horse
droppings.
"I really had my doubts
because it looked so fresh," she
said, adding that she questioned
how "something from the Ice
Age could keep that smell of
horse."

Agreement reached on security issues in Israeli-PLO accord
e CAIRO, Egypt (AP) PLO leader Yasser Arafat and
Shimon Peres, Israel’s foreign
minister, reached agreement
Wednesday on critical security
issues that have stalled the
Israeli-Palestinian peace accord.
Although some matters
remain in dispute, both sides
called the agreement a major
step forward, as did President
Clinton in Washington.
Peres said he and the Palestine Liberation Organization
chairman had settled ’five or six
of the most complicated issues"
involved in turning over control
of the occupied Gaza Strip and
West Bank town of Jericho to
the Palestinians.
But Peres added, "We didn’t
complete our work."
The issues that Arafat and
Peres had discussed intensively
for three days included control
of the crossings from the
autonomous Palestinian areas
to Egypt and Jordan, security for
Jewish settlers who remain in
Gaza and how much land

around Jericho would be ceded said. Although he characterized
to Palestinian control.
it as "an agreement on self-rule
Peres said the size of the Jeri- and on the terms of withdrawal
cho area has yet to be decided, from Gaza and Jericho," the
but indicated the others were statements of Peres and Arafat
agreed in principle and will showed that agreement was not
need to be worked out in detail. total.
Peres and Arafat initialed 21
Egyptian sources, speaking
anonymously, said there also pages of documents, including
remained disagreement about maps, at a ceremony hosted by
who actually would stand at the Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak at the end of three
borders.
The final deal is to be negoti- days of talks.
After the ceremony, Arafat
ated between Arafat and Israeli
and Peres each shook hands
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
Arafat said Wednesday’s pact with Mubarak and then, in Midwas "a very important step to dle Eastern fashion, kissed him
implement the agreement from on both cheeks.
Later, Rabin called Mubarak
parr to the ground.
We can say that Palestine - to thank him for his efforts in
and the name of Palestine - keeping the talks going, Israel
has returned to the map of the radio reported. The call indicates that the agreement has
Middle East," he added.
As Arafat and Peres spoke in strong support in the Israeli govCairo, members of the World ernment and would be likely to
Jewish Congress in Washington be approved.
The negotiations since Mongot word of the agreement from
day have included at least seven
Clinton.
"Another big milestone has sessions between Arafat and
Peres.
been a( hiced today," Clinton
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASTHMATIC PATIENTS
Patients with asthma needed for
research study to evaluate an
investigational medication. Participation will be compensated.
Please call Allergy and Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara Valley at
(408) 553-0709 and ask for a
research nurse.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visas and x-rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see AS. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
100A PURE ADRENAUNE !III!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.

AUTOMOTIVE

SHERATON SAN JOSE is now
hiring for the following:
Food Server- P/T
Front Desk Clerk - P/T
Cocktail Server - P/T
Applications accepted:
Mon. - Fn. 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
1801 Barber Ln. Milpitas
(408) 943-0600 ext. 168.

"SLUNG COLLECTION CLERK.
Part-time position available at the
Spartan Daily using computerized
billing system. Business or
accounting major preferred.
10 flexible hours a week. Call Sue
924-3283 or stop by DBH 203
for application.
TYPIST NEEDED. 118/ML11.1111DAY5
4-9 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM
& have excellent English, et ammar
& spelling skills. 408280-7203.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is now
interviewing for summer manager
positions. Selected applicants will
own & operate their own painting
business. Training provided.
Average earnings $8000. Call
1-800-392-1386.

EARN GREAT PdONEYI
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
DATA ENTRY CLERKS WANTED!
Spartan Bookstore now hiring seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
qualified data entry clerks.
Training provided.
Must demonstrate excellent
408262-1442.
data entry/typing skills.
(Minimum 40- 45 WPM,
10-key by touch)
HOUSING
$5.02/hr. Temporary
positions. Apply
4 LARGE ROOMS FOR ONE
at Bookstore Office.
person. Must be clean, quiet.
sober, mature and financially
CHILD CARE NEEDED, MY HOME secure. Classic apartment!
2 kids. 1:30 - 5:30 pm, 2 or 3 551 S. 6th St. Mike 292-3239.
days/wk. Must be reliable. Near
Branham/Snell. $6./hr. neg. $3150: 1 BR. $175: ROOMMATE
Call Jamie: 281-1420.
share. 555 So. 10e1/ E. Williams.
Contact Robert 297-7554.
DANCE TEACHERSIIII
Experience preferred. 35 yr. olds. WALK TO SAUL’, JAPAN TOWN.
Part time, flexible hrs. Car req.
Quiet! 2 br/1ba. Pkg, laundry, pirt.
Interested? Call 997-6997.
patio. $685/mo. 510829-6348,
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Currently hiring for various full &
part- time teaching positions for
preschools & school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
required for both preschool &
schooiege programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. Experience preferred. Substitute positions available, flexible schedule
does not interfere with your school
or study time! Advancement opportunities available with our 20
schools located throughout the bay
area. Medical/Dental benefits
available for full-time employees.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
discuss your interest & availability.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
SECURITY- 47.00TO $12.00/14/1.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multscar" Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time or Part-time.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Sites ML View/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
FREE QUOTE
No experience Necessary.
NO HASSLE
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 are.
NO OBLIGATION
shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Swing
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply. 8am 5pm. Mon. Fn.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Vanguard Security Services
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle.
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving ’Students" CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
...Talk to me, I’ll help you. seeking ECE qualified teachers for
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? full 8, p/t positions, to work with
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734. infant, toddler, pre, & school
aged children. Call 225-19DS.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

HELP WANTED

Phone: 924-3277
SERVICES

SERVICES FINANCIAL

LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. #306.SanJose
Tel: 408.971-3661.

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of $$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now’ 408-236-3747.

MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 30,
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell (408) 3793500.
50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1994.
006479.3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008

2 Bedroom Apratment 8750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Budding
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
E1P131113CED EDITOR V1U. POLISH
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. your essay, report, proposal.
(408) 295-6893.
thesis, or letter till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
B RAND NEW EVERYTHING! of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
Be the first to occupy these 510401-9554. VISA/MASTERnewly upgraded units. Studios, CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
one and two bedrooms from
8525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.

RNANCIAL AID IS AVAILABLE NOWT
We guarantee to ,ndentify at east
51.000 in awards or we will apply
$250 towards your college tuition.
Processing fee: $65.00 R.& D. Data
Services. P.O. Box 250 Delano. CA
93216. (805) 725-8919.
$ HOME - BASED BUSINESS $
Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
Cash in on this money making
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as $50,000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
for an informational packet. to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose. CA 95157-0325.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addressee tor eclat:tonal
Information. Classified
readers should be reminded
that. when making these
further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sendksg
money kw goods or see
vices. In addltIon, readers
should carefully Investigate
firms offering employment
listings orcoupons for
discount vacations or
merchandse.

TRAVEL
AA CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big 15$ travel the
world free! (Caribbean. Europe.
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club member.
ship! Call (919)929-4398 ed. C181.

Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda1408: 2644504,
201RS PROFESSIONAL Expedince.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at1408) 368.8614.
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Cali Julie 998-8354.
CALL. 61ARCIA 266-9448
tor Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Term Papers
APA Arabian MIA
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Ccner Letters
Intemetlonel Students Welcome
10 minutes .,Onn campus!

LAKE HAVASU, AZ is America’s
New Spring Break Hot soot. Spend
4+ days at America’s largest party
$S BILLIONS available for your for as little as $99.00. Top name
education, all students qualify! concerts, comedians, and ceienr.
ties. ’The Lake Will Roar ,n ’04’ WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
A.st Sar Jose Cupertino. ApAs
Cat 1B004HAVASU
Term papers GrOup Projects
5$ MONEY FOR COLLEGE SS
Thesis Letters Applications
$1 3 5 million unclaimed! WORD PROCESSING
Rrsurnes .Tape transcription. etc.
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser a’-"- Days & evenings.
booklet! 24 hour recording! Theses. tern, p
Call now! Toll Free! projects, resumes.
etc. 7 days SUZANNE. 446-5658.
An formats. esoi
1(6001 434,6015 ext 1210
SPA.

FAX: 924-3282
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Terms Papers. Nursing &
Group Protects, Resumes, Letters.
Manusctipts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. Al formats, specialaing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. Al work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-268118am-8prn: plus
Save Aditiond 10% Per Referral
HA5WARD4REMONTUNI0N CITY
Vvordprocess,ng and typing
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Taabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer_ Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
S,z - re Scott 510/441-0504.
EXPERIENCED Ward PV0011111110f.
Re’
etary Let me do
IC,’
,
Resumes, term
paoe:s
’,yes. etc. Grad
: IBM Computer
& unc(,
f a x machine.
Laser p
Nortary Put
Appointment
,
Anna at
necessary
972-4992.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science
,h papers/
theses our Sp, ’v Laser printing. Free spe,
arid storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes. edit,rig, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing..
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251.0449.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

EXCELLENT LOCATION- MEALS
& util. incl. Females only. $455.
month. Call Jackie: 292-7715.
1BD: $550 / STUDIO: $525.
Deposit $250. One week free!
Nice bldg. Walk to SJSU.
HMS: 997-8200 x335.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 SR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Rage windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 parsons OK Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.

COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp. 408-998-0300. Minutes from
$6./hour. Fremont 510226.0505. San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
ALASKA SUPArdER EMPLOYMENT Ideal for students and roomfisheries. Many earn $2.000+ mates. Swimming pool, saunas,
/mo. in canneries or $3,000.- weight room & club house.
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels. Quality living at a reasonable
Many employers provide benefits. rate. 1750 Stokes St.
No exp. necessary! Male or
LOST St FOUND
female. For more info. call
1-206-545-4155 ext. A6041.
SLACK OPAL LOST ON CAMPUS
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Gemstone horn ring. Ovai shaped.
Many positions. Great benefits. black opal, belonged to mother
Call 1-8004384365 ext. P-3310. Please call: 2594986.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces. including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

LLIIODDOODEMIELJE=H=FlOLJEFDEEDL
DEDOODOODDEDOEMMEEDOOEMEEDO
MOOMODOODODOMFOO=OEDOODODO
77OFTMEILDMOOFF-17-mm’rn7""77
Ad Rates: .3 -line minimum
Throe
On.
Two
Day
Days
Days
3 !Inas
$7
$5
59
4 linos
$10
$6
$S
5 lines
$7
$11
$9
6 lined
$10
$12
$8
$1 for each additional lino

Four
Days
111
-12
113
114

Fly.
Days
i13
$14
$15
518

Alter Wm filth day, rat* Increases by $t per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold or no extra (Jorge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70 ’ 10-14 lines
’ 15-19 lineS $110.

Ii

$90

Please check
your classification:

Send (!:ruk or rnone,, de to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Llassitled desk is located in Dwight tiontel Hall Hoorn 209
MI Deadline Two days before publication All ads are prepaid
III Consecutive publications dates only No refunds on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011)111143277

Announcement,
- Automotive
- Electronics
For Sale
-Greek
_ Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Students: Enrollment increase predicted

Evans
From page I
25 percent over the last two
years, it’s very difficult." he said.
According to O’Connell,
sufficient funds would be available to rehire at least 18 employees.
"Even if it were for only six
months or a year, it’s better than
nothing," she said.
"Coming back to work has
been joyful, doing thejobs that
are needed," Ham said. "The
response from the faculty and
customers has been incredible.
There’s plenty of work to be
done and the university is
contracting out work that I
should be doing. It’s terrific that
all these people are volunteering

to donate their first raise in
three and a half years to bring
me back. The% want us back and
this proves it.
talked to a number of
former employees in the same
situation and I know it’s tough
being there," Evans said. "You re
(Ham) a victim in the budget
crisis that we’re all facing."
"I believe he was compelled.
It was brought to his conscience,
although I still disagree with the
elimination of the entire paint
shop," Ham said following the
meeting.
"It would have demonstrated
superb moral leadership on his
part if he would have signed as a
human being and as an employee," O’Connell said.

From page 1
division classes have remained
full. We’ve actually had to add
one class this semester,"
Milichevich said.
In the humanities department, Chairperson George
Moore, has also seen positive
results.
"This is the first semester in
the last five that I didn’t have to
tell students that a class was canceled," Moore said. ’The problem wasn’t a lack of students, but
we simply could not afford the
salaries to pay more professors."

"I ye

’File humanities department
cut its number of professors to a
minimum and has counteracted
the decrease in enrollment.
SJSU President J. Handel
Evans addressed the issue. "Students taking more classes essentially means a loss of fee revenue," Evans said. "We’ve never
reduced staff because of a
decrease in student fees. The
only reductions that have been
made are in the general fund at
the state level."
Not all departments have had
positive results from the enroll-

ment decline. According to Ed
Chambers, associate vice president of Admimithis and Records,
some departments will be closed
to new applicants for Fall ’94.
’We’ve had departments that
have determined to close for the
fall, but we are still taking applications," Chambers said.
The nursing and science conservation departments are not
accepting applications for Fall
’94. Engineering is closed to all
non-residents. Degrees such as a
masters in social science, baccalaureate and masters degrees

in occupational therapy will not
be available after Feb. 15. The
MBA program will not accept
applications for the fall semester
after June I.
According to the "Selected
Academic Program Information" book, the it unihcr of students at SJSU slit mid be on the
rise. With the increase of. California (’id/ens, hr the 1997-98
academic year, it is estimated
that 23,400 Frt. snulents will
attend SjSl. Ellis is a 19.3 percent increase from the 19,617
FE students in 1992-93.

PLAYING TO A DIFFERENT TUNE

Safety

17fCI

From page 1
ed a letter to campus presidents
According to UPD spokesper- from the CSU Chancellor’s
son Bruce Lowe, the category of Office.
Liquor law violations reflectassault is broken down into two
ed the largest decrease in the
categories.
Aggravated assault requires CSU system as a whole. Howevsubstantial bodily harm, usually er, liquor law violations have skyrequiring stitches, broken bones rocketed at SJSU from 4 incidents in 1990 to 42 incidents in
or hospitalization.
Simple assault does not 1993.
UPD documented 15 stolen
involve dangerous weapons or
cars in 1993. These numbers are
substantial bodily harm.
Seven of the assaults at SJSU much lower than at other CSU
were classified as aggravated campuses of similar size. SDSU
assaults last year. These statistics reported the highest number of
will be updated to include the stolen cars at 146.
There were three reported
end of the year by next month..
Lowe feels the statistics can be rapes on campus last year. Other
U campuses had similarly low
misinterpreted. He feels campuses may have individual dif- figures. CSU Long Beach had
ferences in the way they catego- five reported rapes. Lowe felt
these numbers did not nearly
rize crimes
Both kinds of assault, both approximate the true incidence
simple and aggravated, are of rape on campuses.
"It is estimated that one in
included in the violent crime
statistics. A higher percentage of four or one in six women will be
assaults at SJSU fall into the sim- raped while in college," he said.
"Clearly the numbers (of reportple assault category.
Lowe felt SJSU compares ed cases) don’t add up."
Lowe said UPD had a good
favorably to other campuses in
the areas of car and property record of arresting rape suspects, but prosecutors often
theft and vandalism.
The greatest increase in don’t take the case to court.
Lowe said "the best and most
crime in the CSU system in 1992
involved weapons possession, cost-effective way of reducing
drug abuse violations and sex crime is to get the public
offenses not including rape, stat- involved."
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Junior improvised music major Brady Fishier practices odd time
rhythms Tuesday in the music department’s percussion rehearsal
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Southwest museum to stay put in L.A.
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
Southwest Museum ended a
three-year search for a new location and will stay put at its
Mount Washington site, swayed
by a city offer to help it expand,
executive director Thomas Wilson said.
The museum board had
received more than 80 offers
from other cities, including a
Fillmore rancher’s bid to donate
20 acres and a Chumash burial

White house
to provide
funds for cops
WASHINGTON (AP) Five
California cities will share in
grants
million
in
$2.2
announced by President Clinton Wednesday, to hire community police officers.
A total of $26.3 million in
police
grants
community
nationwide were announced by
the White House.
The grants will help hire or
rehire 364 police officers, the
White House said. Clinton
announced the grants in a conference call with mayors from
Chicago, Cleveland, Seatde and
San Bernardino, Calif.
The grants are the second
round awarded under the Justice Department’s Police Hiring
Supplemental program.
California cities receiving
grants and the number of officers to be added:
Merced, Calif., ;461,763
six
San Bernardino, Calif.,
$1,439,195 17
San Juan Bautista, Calif.,
$75,000 one
Shafter, Calif., $75,000 one
Watsonville, Calif., $180,969
n

ground.
The city promised to support
bond issues to fund museum
expansion and secure a museum
stop on the Blue Line light rail
extension, Wilson said Tuesday.
Founded in 1907, the Southwest houses a renowned 250,000piece collection of Native American art, only 5 percent of which
is on display because of space
limitations.
It has been located at Mount

L- .,P.4117 AN DAILY

room. Fishier, who has been playing since he was two years old, is
a member of the World Jazz Ensemble.

ALECBALDWIN KIMBASINGER

Washington, in northeast Los
Angeles, since 1914 and draws
60,000 visitors a year.
The museum launched a
search for a new home three
years ago because of lack of
space and its relatively out-of-theway location.
It attracted 80 offers, but that
number dwindled when the
directors said they would need at
least $35 million to erect a new
building.
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PERSPECTIVES

Cover photo
by John Lee
"Sarina" wears a vinyl bodysuit that
retails for $38.95. Her accessories
include a leather armband ($19.95). a
leather cap with chrome trim ($64.95),
and a six-foot long bull whip
($49.95). All items are available at
Leather Masters in San Jose.
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I’ll be celebrating my fourth
Valentine’s Day with the same
woman this year. Considering
all the other lonely souls that
suffer through this day, I guess I
should feel lucky and complete,
but I don’t.
The pressure of selecting an
appropriate gift or choosing a
romantic restaurant or card has
finally overwhelmed me.
If a woman simply wears
some sexy lingerie and kicks
down some uninhibited sex,
she has satisfied her man. Guys
don’t give a damn about gifts or
sappy greeting cards. We just
want to get our rocks off and
move on to the 15th day of the
month. Even if an unfortunate
menstrual quirk stymies the festivities, a smart woman can still
use her head to overcome this
glitch.
CONTRI BITING THIS ISSUE:
IlimoGRAPHERS:
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for your lady.
and you’re alone, you take her
Valentine’s Day is coming
I know there are those who
oh joy! How I love the sweeter- out and treat her Like the godare saying, "I just don’t have
than-candy holiday. Couples all dess she is. Get the idea?
Women want to feel appreci- the money to treat my goddess
across this great nation will be
how she deserves to be treatexchanging kisses, hugs, body , Attecl; they want to feel as if ..,,
fluids, and oh yeah, flowers. Yet they’re teapitlet*fortant part’ \ ed." Wrong! Oh, as if I haven’t
heard that excuse before. Take
evert
I can’t help but be a little hesiof y
her on a picnic by the ocean.
ey want to le
tant to celebrate a day centered
Make her a romantic dinner by
tic surprises, gvays,
around love.
candlelight. Give her a massage
a love letter * two.
V-Day is set up to cause trou- and
with soft music in the backLudy for guys, women are
ble. You see, guys really don’t
ground.
know what they’re supposed to cursed with the need to give.
If you guys haven’t caught
Holiday after holiday, especially
do, or should I say expectedto
on yet, its pretty much a guarV-Day, we make cookies and
do, on that day. Men from all ,
antee that the female will do
buy cute little gifts for our sigwalks of life will agree they
something for you on V-Day, so
nificant others, only to be faced
have yet to understand their
you better have something
’
With that "oh, we were
roles.
planned. Take this as a warning,
Well guys, here’s your chance exchanging gifts?" look/
a threat, or any way you please.
How pathetic can it get?
to learn. If you have a girlBut if you flake on Monday,
How many more clues do you
friend, you take her out and
you can bet that you won’t be
treat her like the goddess she is. guys need’? Stop hatching
"pleased" for quite a while.
ESPN; Chris tierman and his
If you’re dating someone, you
nicknames can wait. Make it a
take her out and treat her like
Kristin Lomax
the goddess she is. If you have a quick read in the bathroom and
get out there and do something
female friend who’ll be alone,
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battlefield. They don’t have to
Men don’t have it so easy.
worry about reservations or
Wives and girlfriends expect to
brushing their teeth. Their girlbe showered with flowers, perfriends are named Thunderbird
fume, candies, expensive dinand Nighttrain and they don’t
ners, emotional cards, and,
occasionally, lingerie. To simply bitch about five o’clock shadpws. Wise men indeed.
offer a heart-felt, homemade
Alas, I’m obligated to give
card will get you nowhere
There must be a monetary com- something to my old lady or
mitment if you plan to have any risk the likely retribution of cassex. A single 7-11 rose might get tration while! sleep. It happens.
you a hand job, if you’re lucky.
Maybe a three-speed, 10-inch
Tickets to a monster truck pull ; vibrator would do the trick. A
will leave you and your saotrip to the plastic surgeon for
turn blue. These are the facts,
penis-enlargement surgery
my friend.
almost sounds easier than hav, I’ve played this game many
ing flowers delivered. Regardtimes before. One year it was
less, if I gave her the moon
perfume, the next year a nice
she’d still complain that it was
dinner -- it just never seems to
too dark half the time. Men
end. All those homeless men
can’t win. We can only hope to
wandering the streets aren’t
survive.
mentally ill. They’re sane survivors of the Valentine’s Day
Larry Barrett
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novIcti-iolAs cipte appvtecia-Fed
Liquid nitro9en cooled to an unbearable -196 C.,
a petri dish and a quiet room by yourself. Add a little
semen to the picture and ydu have the makin 9 Of
a sewten specimen free2in9.

Many 111e.n diagnosed with testiculae cancer, a low
sperm coLint or infertility now kave the option to ensure
successful insemination for their mates.
Although survival rates are up for diseases such as testicular cancer and
Hodgkin’s disease, one of the adverse
effects of treatment for a majority of men is
temporary or permanent sterility. Semen
freezing is one way that some of these men
can ensure their semen will survive to fertilize an egg. By using their own cryopreserved semen, these men may still be able
to father children.
Most men’s semen can be preserved for
many years with only a minimal loss in
fertility potential. The oldest frozen human
sperm to be successfully inseminated was .
stored for 18 years.
Cryobank, Inc. in Palo Alto performs
the semen freezing and initial storage for
about $470. Cyrobank obtains a fresh
semen specimen and performs a comprehensive computerized analysis to determine fertility potential. A cryo-protectant
is then added to help prevent sperm damage during the freezing. The semen is
placed in individual vials and frozen in liquid nitrogen storage tanks at -196 C,
freezing the metabolic activity of the
4k,
sperm.
Cryobank charges $133 for freezing
semen, $215 for the first year of storage
and $120 for blood tests that check for
AIDS, hepatitis B, s
eases.
Pacific Rep uctive Services charges
1 semen deposit and first
$260 for the ’
year’s storage semen . .lysis, blood
ed prior to
test and semen
t year’s storthe freezing proce

age rate is $120 and each additional year is
$160.
A semen wash is done to remove the
impurities from the semen. In order to
cleanse it, the semen must be placed in a
centrifuge for ten minutes. The semen is
separated from the impurities, placed
again in the centrifuge and frozen.
Pacific Reproductive Services is more of
a fuli-aervice sperm bank than Cryobank
andinany others. Cryobank does not do
the actual inseminations but Pacific Reproductive Services does. PRS performs the
regular insemination and the intra-uterine
method.
According to Emily Brooke of Pacific
Reproductive Services, about 95 percent of
PRS clientele are lesbians and about 90
percent of those are lesbian couples. The
remaining five percent of PRS clientele are
married couples, men undergoing treatment for cancer and men with fertility
problems.
In contrast, about 75 percent of Cryobank’s clients are married couples with
fertility problems and about 25 percent of
the clients are single women in their late
30s or 40s who want to have children,
according to Ronda Wilkin, Marketing
Director of Cryobank, Inc.
"The majority of our men patients
choose to store semen because they are
getting ready to have a vasectomy done,
cancer patients who run the risk of becoming sterile after their treatment for cancer
or men in high risk occupations such as
construction workers or professional ath-

letes," Wilkin says.
Women who wish to purchase sperm
from a sperm bank must do so with the
consultation of a physician.
"We do not advocate home inseminations. The client must be in the care of a
physician and the specimen will be
shipped to the physician’s office," Wilkht
says.
"Prior to insemination, the client must
make an appointment and come in for an
introductory visit," Brooke says.
"Blood tests are done and the general
health of the client is evaluated," she says.
After these steps have been taken, the
insemination can be performed, either at
the clinic or at home.
Sperm banks provide many services,
including semen freezing, semen analysis,
sperm washes, sex selection, sperm antibody tests and infertility profiles. Some of
the sperm banks even provide self-insemination classes, have professional advising
available and will ship specimens throughout the US and most major cities throughout the world.
In addition, men may choose to donate
their semen to the bank. The donors must
make an appointment with the clinic, get
the blood tests and personal background
completed and then, if they are healthy
and free of disease, theymay donate. The
procedure for donating as simple as
going to the bathroorn
The clinic gives theaulitri sterile dish
and shows him to a roquil’ After ejaculation, the donor retuntS the occupied dish
to the physician and the semen is analyzed
and frozen.
Ta
Standing in a dirntylit room holding a
petri dish may not be the most romantic
way to preserve the future, but sperm
banks are proving to be instrumental in
accommodating the needs of people who
desire children but are unable to produce
them.
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"Sarina" is out looking for her man while wearing the latest in bondage wear. The vinyl bodysuit sells for $38.95, the leather armband is $19.95, and the six ocy
bullwhip is $49.95.

LA
eather, whips, collars and chains have left the
underground world of fetish to tempt the girl next
door. Bondage was esoteric 30 years ago a hidden
fancy for those in the know.
Today it has emerged from the boudoir and dimly lit
basements. Bondage stores cater to students, prolessionaLs, the well-educated and discriminating couples.
In bondage, the line has blurred between clothing
and equipment. Leather cuffs on strong iron bars limit
movement, yet open the mind to exploration.
Hang from the ceiling or wait, shackled in anticipation. These products are limited only by the imagination.
Light forms of bondage include soft restraints and
hand mitts. Sensory deprivation, a different approach,
can be achieved through the use of hoods to limit
"Bondage is almost totally psychological," says
Tony Da Costa, part-owner of Leather Masters.
Leather Masters, near downtown San Jose, caters to
the local bondage crowd. The store has been around
since 1990 and originally sold primarily to the gay
community.
After Leather Masters started advertising, their cus4 ) February 3, 1994 ) ETCETERA

tomers became very diverse. Da Costa says at least 50
percent of their business is from the heterosexual market. Ages of customers range from 18 years old to near
70.
Business does well right before Valentine’s Day. Da
Costa sees men and women buying products for their
partners and couples shopping for each other.
Although some stores cater to specific genders,
understanding bondage requires one to set aside
notions of gender. Bondage clothing is not gender specific.
Most of Da Costa’s steady stream of customers are
primarily interested in the lighter side of bondage. He
estimated that 25 percent of his customers have been
drawn into the deeper scene.
Bondage equipment is not cheap. A simple pair of
handcuffs can cost up to $40. More elaborate devices,
such as an adjustable yoke, posture bar or adjustable
spreader bar start around $70.
The adjustable yoke holds the neck still with a
strong leather collar while binding the hands. The purpose of the posture bar is to keep the back arched. The
adjustable spreader bar is often used to keep the legs
spread and comes in a variety of widths.
Restraints are some of the most popular items

W
Leather Masters sells.
"Last month it was restraints, this month it’s collars," said George Laskaris, a Leather Masters emplo ee. He had a row of leather collars in front of him on
the worktable, in the process of being made.
Bondage has traveled from the taboo to the fringe
"Most people are lightly intrigued and a little horrified," says Torun Harrah, manager of the specialty
store Camouflage.
Harrah thinks bondage is a lot more accepted now.
"For Joe Public, it’s a lot more out there. You see
nipple clamps in Madonna movies," she says.
Interest in bondage has remained remarkably steady
over the years.
"There is a certain percentage of people, large
enough to support six stores in this city, who are interested in fetish," says Jenne Blade, who works at
Stormy Leather in San Francisco.
"The interest is everywhere," she says. "Bondage is
a loving exchange of sexuality. The people involved are
warm, normal people."

Dhyana Worn!

-V

Watching her man "Jake" (a mannequin), "Sarina" keeps a mirror
steady. She is wearing a leather jacket that sells for $299.95. "Jake"
is wearing leather boxers that sell for $99.95, a leather vest for
$79.95, a leather flogger for $36.95 and a latex hood for $79.95.

00’

"Sarina" gets "Jake" (a mannequin) in a choke hold with her leather
flogger. The flogger sells for $49.95.
Left: "Sarina" walks with a dominant attitude, as she looks
"fun." She wears a vinyl bodysuit which goes for $38.95. Her
accessories are a leather armband for $19.95, leather cap
with chrome trim which sells for
$64.95, and a six-foot long bullwhip for $49.95.
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Valentine
Vasectomy
What is the most loving gift
a guy could give his girl on
Valentine’s Day? Flowers,
cards and poems are all too
ordinary and don’t really last.
But a vasectomy, on the other
hand, is the gift that keeps on
giving. At least that’s true
according to Les U. Knight,
writer and editor of "The
Exit limes" in Oregon.
The newsletter will sponsor
a drawing for a free vasectomy on the famed Feb. 14. The
winner will be drawn by
chance and will be awarded a
vasectomy, performed using
the no-scalpel technique
the most modern method. If
desired, $200 will be applied
toward another method or
doctor.
This Valentine’s Day,
"These Exit Times" will pay
for a vasectomy for the lucky
man who believes, as Knight
does, that a vasectomy is the
gift that says "I love you"
every time it’s used.

African Pride

"Not enough people associate Valentine’s Day with love,
and a vasectomy is an act of
love," Knight says. "There are
so many female-based contraceptives. They don’t seem to
care what they stick up a
woman. It is a responsible
choice as well as a safe one to
choose a vasectomy."
In a world filled with
species going extinct, children
dying of hunger and the rapid
erosion of the earth’s surface,
maybe it would be humane
for some men to quit reproducing at a rate that will cover
the crust of the earth within a
century. There is a voluntary
human extinction movement
starting and getting a Valentine’s vasectomy is a step in
that direction.
"I think you’ll find that
phasing out the human race
will increase your chances of
success," says Les U. Knight.

"Its purpose is to
get people interested and hyped
about the weekend and to bring
college students
and potential
college students
together."

Ken Statharnetc.

Omar Nelson, public relations chair of the African Step
Show council, rehearses for the upcoming show. His
group will perform this Sunday.

Stepping toward unity

Theodore M. Schmidt
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Omar Nelson
African Step
Show council

02.11.64j

The 16th annual African
Step Show weekend is coming
to SJSU.Every year during
African awareness month,
members of black fraternities
and sororities engage in rhythmic hand clapping and calculated foot stomping known as
"stepping".
"Stepping," also known as
"marching," is a form of traditional African ritual. Members of the nine African
Greek-letter organizations will
put their skills to the test and
compete against each other in
the weekend’s major event
the step show.
The step show is one of
many events that takes place
this weekend.
The fun begins with the
Unity Fest on Friday. The
Unity Fest is a rally-type
event..
"Its purpose is to get people interested and hyped
about the weekend and to
bring college students and
potential college students
together." says Omar Nelson,
public relations chair of the

African Step Show council.
The evening will consist of
a talent show, dating game
and a guest speaker.
The unity doesn’t stop
there. On Saturday, those who
can play "hoop" will get
together and dribble to the
basketball tournament at the
women’s gym on campus. It is
open to both Greek and nonGreek basketball players Trophies will be awarded to winners of the tournament.
The fun continues Saturday
night from 9:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom
where the Pre-Step Show
dance occurs. During the
bash, Step Show participants
will give the crowd a taste of
what to expect at the actual
show.
Most people will be looking forward to Sunday -the
day of the step show. The Step
Show begins at 2 p.m. and
continues until 6 p.m.
Because the theme of
African Awareness Month is
the "Art of Struggle" The steppers will compete with

"Climb to the 21st Century" in
mind.
Their 10-minute routine
will be judged on appearance,
crowd response, sportsmanship, difficulty, execution and
how well the theme is incorporated into their performances. Judges will be people
who are familiar with the art
of stepping, but are not affiliated with any of the nine
African Greek organizations.
According to Nelson, the
step show is positive entertainment and will hopefully
be motivational for high
school students.
"We hope that people will
see something different and
new," he said. "If people
haven’t seen stepping before it
will definitely be new and
hopefully they’ll like it."
The final event of the weekend is the step show dance.
Winners of the basketball
tournament and step show
will be announced and trophies will be awarded.
Joan Burke
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QFtralt-tELE.::
w. This is a Valentine’s
Day diatribe where the operative syllable in the phrase is
"die." I don’t mean to
imply death in its
human sense, rather
the idea that when
something is pronounced dead-a
thought, a theory, a
philosophy-it ceases
to retain any of its previously admirable validiThe ’90s will see the death
of Valentine’s Day. In an era
of hyper-political correctness
where the term "girl" is met
with mordant abhorrence,
how can people perpetuate
the celebration of a holiday that mocks those
who lack a significant
other? "Singles bashing"
is what Feb. 14 is all about.
It’s not as if husbands and
wives, boyfriends and girlfriends can’t celebrate their
devotion every day of the
year. Instead, bachelor and
bachelorettes are taunted
with images of hearts, cupids
and couples brazenly display
their affection in restaurants,
movie theaters and every
other place where singles
may be wallowing in solitude.
This overt discrimination
of single people must
end. The death of the
pagan ritual must
commence. But as I
am no deity myself, I
can only offer a list
of alternatives to the
snuggling and rosescented Hallmark cards.
Singles, pay attention.
Read a book. Stay away
trom poetry or romance
novels. Instead, try a
cookbook. Fade it, no
one’s cooking for you

tonight.
Go to a movie. It’s dark
and you can always set
your coat on the adjacent
seat as if saving it
for that expected
loved one.
Point out to all
your friends currently in a relationship that St. Valentine was actually two
people of the same name.
One was a Roman priest
martyred during the reign
of Claudius. The other, a
bishop of Temi, was also
martyred in Rome. However, it’s possible that the
two people are
perhaps two different accounts
of the same
story.
In either case,
the modern version of Valentine’s Day
seems associated more
with a pagan Roman festival of the Lupercalia
which took place in the
middle of February (this
ties into the aforementioned "read a book" suggestion).
Run naked through the
streets singing the national anthem in Latin. Sure,
the cops will drag you in
but, hey, you
won’t be alone
on Valentine’s
Day. You can
always snuggle
up to Bubba.
Seek affirmation
from others that
you are either too busy
or too carefree to be
caught up in one of those
relationship things.
Read this column over
and over until you find
yourself actually buying
into all this cynicism.

wopuuN

A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THURS1ODAY SUNT1
THE JOY OF SEX
For women who feel their sex
lives could be jazzed up a little,
the Process Therapy Institute
in Los Gatos offers a "Joyful
Sexuality" group for women.
The purpose of the women’s
group is to provide a supportive environment to update
beliefs and behaviors involving
sexuality. Process Therapy Institute, Los Gatos, 6 to 7:30 p.m.,
Tickets $30, 408/358-2218 ext.402
and ext. 461.

FRIU Tic DAY
HOMELESS PORTRAIT
Next time you’re scrounging
for change to give the 7-11 panhandlers, don’t bother grumbling. Just think about the contributions the homeless make
to society. What contributions?
The SJSU Student Union
Gallery is presenting an exhibit
of 30 prints and pastels created
by San Jose homeless adults
during art workshops conducted at St. Joseph Cathedral this
past summer. SJSU Student
Union Gallery, 408/924-6330.

SATI

DAY

TRASH OR TREASURE?
If you’re curious about just
how much those oil paintings
your great aunt left you might
fetch on the open market,
here’s your chance to find out.
The art appraisal firm of Butterfield & Butterfield will hold
a fine art and antiques
appraisal day at the San Jose
Museum of Art. Appraisers
specializing in furniture and
decorative arts, jewelry and
timepieces, fine paintings and
American, European and contemporary prints will be available. San lose Museum of Art,
110 S. Market, 10 a.m. to noon
and Ito 4 p.m., $5 appraisal fee
per item, 4118/294-2787.

DAY

PERSONALITIES OF LOVE
Authors Janet Thuesen and
Otto Kroeger apply their typewatching techniques to helping
men and women better understand each other’s similarities
and differences in their new
book, "16 Ways to Love Your
Lover: Understanding the 16
Personality Types So You Can
Create a Love that Lasts a Lifetime." Try to say that ten times
really fast. Also authors of
"Type Talk" and "Type Talk at
Work," Thuesen and Kroeger
will appear at A Clean WellLighted Place for Books in
Cupertino to discuss their
newest research. A Clean WellLighted Place for Books, 21269
Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, 2
p.m., 408/255-7600.

HALF JAPANESE
If you want to learn to play the
guitar well enough in one day
to cut a record, help awaits.
"Half Japanese: The Band That
Would Be King" chronicles the
band and captures a rare
glimpse of the scruffy fringes
of the music industry. The documentary tells the story of Jad
and David Fair, two brothers
who started a band in their
basement without any musical
training, and includes old and
new performance footage. Red
Victorian Movie House, 1727
Haight St., San Francisco, Call for
tickets and showtimes, 415/7513129.

Happy Valentine’s Day
from the. cynics of

etc.

V\itt\M’S
CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00pin 294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

Body Piercing
as

featured in the etc.

Custom Leather
Alterations
Novelties & Cards
B & D Equipment
Videos
Latex

eather
asters

969 Park Ave
San Jose, Ca 95126
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(408) 293-7660
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Relevant social
commentary...
New York City has forever been the breeding ground for
’ underground musical genius. Quicksand and Barlunarket have
been pushing the boundaries of punk rock while Biohazard is taking thrash metal out of the hands of
big time sellouts (read: Megadeth)
and returns it to its most
aggressive state.
While the alternative music
press battles to give these bands
the recognition they deserve, it is
ultimately up to the consumer
masses to grant them success, at
least on a per capita level. They
latched onto Helmet as the premiere
riff-rock outfit. In fact, a majority of
them are still pulling splinters from
their fingers after leaping onto the
bandwagon. Well, bandage those
appendages because the wagon is coming around again.
Well before Helmet graced the airwaves
of the pop culture monolith, MTV, two
C.B.G.B. employees were redefining metal,
creating a sound that just now is beginning
to resonate through the musings of today’s
sludgemckers. Guitarist Tommy Victor and bassist Mike Kirkland recruited ex-Swans stickman Ted Parsons to form Prong.
In the late ’80s, metal bands were
going soft, punk was going through
some less than exciting evolution and
Madonna just didn’t have that
oomph. Enter Prong and their brand
of driving, syncopated staccato-rock.
They possessed what the others were
lacking: anger, sweat and some
downright evil riffing.
However, their musical premonitions weren’t embraced by the masses. After all, it wasn’t spoonfed to them. Having their music as the backdrop to the Headbangers Ball credits was hardly enough to garner them massive
exposure. Even after subsequent tours with metal icon Ozzy
Osborne, Black Sabbath and Souridgarden, people just weren’t
getting it.
If Prong’s new release, "Cleansing," does get through to them,
then they are beyond help. The trio replaced Kirkland with Troy
Gregory and eventually recruited Paul Raven. But the lineup and
the album needed more. John Bechdel from Killing Joke brought
his sampling prowess to Prong’s best album yet.
Unfortunately, the minute a band
includes a programmer, they are
immediately tagged as an industrial crossover outfit. This
couldn’t be farther from the
truth in Prong’s case.
Bechdel’s additions are not
the gratuitous beeps and
scrapes of his peers. This is not
the record-some-machinery-and make-it-a-melody sampling of
Prong’s industrial core peers. The samples
are purely complimentary, playing a more subdued role in the
music.
Undoubtedly, they will be branded with the scarlet "i." Even
so, "Cleansing" is still a thrash album, like it or not. Most would
wager on the "like" assessment considering the album is in full
fist-banging form throughout.
"Whose Fist Is This Anyway?" carries a single opening riff
through several changes, never losing its bottom-heavy fury.

"Snap Your Fingers, Snap Your Neck" exhibits Parsons’ and Raven’s airtight musicianship. At the
climax, the song shifts to a double-time chorus so
effortlessly, the listener inadvertently reverts
back to senior year and bangs that head that
does not bang.
If the music itself wasn’t enough to carry
Prong out of the monotony of today’s metal
scene, Victor’s lyrics have matured at an
exponential rate. Gone are the cliches of
"Beg To Differ" and "Prove You Wrong."
From wordplay to the splintering of the
Eastern Bloc countries, the singer/guitarist’s topics are as varied as they are
open to interpretation (thus, no lyric
sheet is included).
Produced by Terry Date of
Soundgarden and Pantera fame,
"Cleansing" is destined to leave the
masses scratching their helmets in
wonder. How come MTV isn’t playing
Prong videos every half-hour? Why weren’t we told
how heavy and meaty the album was? Can we like them
instead of Alice In Chains now?
Like! said, I don’t think they will ever understand. Buy it and
relish in the fact that you are oh so cutting edge.

...or a
desperate
cry for
help?
etc.

1 really
can’t define
irony, but I
know it when
I see it:’

Paul Wotel
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Chat with the Mack himself... Mlax Julian
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